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By The Communist Putty, U.S.A.
On lanuary g, 1963, the Comtnunist Party of thc United Sntes issaed
the lollowing Statemcnt dealing with difrerenccs which haue deaclopcd in
the anrld-aide Communist mouemcnt-the Editor.

The American people, in common world Marxist movem€nt; the peace
with all humanity, breathcd a deep policy of the Cuban people and their
sigh of relief when, in the recent government led by Fidel Castro; by

Caribbean crisis, a nuclear war was the pressures for world peace exerted
averted, and the invasion of Cuba, by the neutralist countriesl and by
which could have triggered such a the forces of peace in the capitalist
states, including our own country,
world war, was prevented.
The stage had been set for such a which rallied around the slogan "no
dreaded Armageddon by the aggres- war over Cuba."
This overwhelming combination
sive and unilateral hrinkmanship of
U.S. imperialism, in particular by of peace-loving humanity on a world
President Kennedy's reckless block- scale, working together at a decisive
ade of Cuba, his piratical interference moment when the world teetered on
with freedom ofihe seas, and his un- the brink of disaster, succeeded in
warranted intervention into the in- imposing its wili for peace. The
ternal affairs of an independent na- peaceful resolution of the Carib,bean
crisis demonstrates the soundness of
tion.
Catastrophe was averted by the the 8r party statement, of the thesis
firm policy of peaceful coexistence of the zznd Congress of the Soviet
fexibly and colrectly appfied, in the Communist Party, that it is possible
first place by fr. Soviet Unionland to banish general war from the earth
adhered to by', virtually the entire even while the world is still part
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POLITICAL AFFAIRS
capitalist and imperialist. This

cofuormr

fully to the

thesis of the harrowing days of this crisis

repeated

esti-

are of the greatest value to all lovers

mates of the Communist Parry of of peace, irrespective of their political
the United States. It is proven in life. views. Wrong conclusions can only

The role of Premier Khrushctrev harm t{re struggle for world peace
in keeping open the lines of commu- and peaceful coexistence, or even lead
nication and negotiation in the direst to disaster for the American people
moments of the crisis-resulting in and for the world.
the removal of the missiles, the end- Powerful ultra-Right circles-en.
ing of the blockade, arld the promise raged by the peaceful settlement of
of no invasion of Cuba (notwith- the crisis-are exclaiming that Pres'
standing the attempts of the Kennedy ident Kennedy played a "sell-ouC'
Adminiitration to renege on the pro- role and are pressing for a more ad'
mise)-was a triumph for courage, venturous policy by U.S. -imperialreason through negotiation and com- ism in respect to Cuba and all over
promise which advanced the peace the world. They have already com'
ispirations of all mankind. World pelled the Administration to equivopJ".e *m savedl peaceful coexistence cate on the no-invasion promise given
and peaceful competition were vin. by President Kennedy when Premier
dicatid; and the right of Cuba to de- Khrushchev originally agreed to the
of life and her removal of the missiles. They aretermine her own way-was
preserved. pressing for the outright invasion of
own social system
Premier Khrushchev stood forth as Cuba. Furthermore, they have drawn
one of the great statesmen of our the dangerous and erroneous conclu'
times, fully deserving the accolades sion that the "policy of suength" has
of appreciation which arose from the been vindicated, and that it is a man*oti-diu.tt. world quarters for his date for a so'called "harder" and
unwavering, realistic ind monument- more adventurous line by - UrS.
al service ti the cause of world peace. imperialism, especially toward the
The assessment of the Caribbean Soviet Union and the other
crisis is not merely a matter of an socialist states, but also . against
abstract "post-mortemr" or of Mon- the neutralist countries. - All sorts
day morning "second-guessing." The of fantasies are arising ..in
"the
wholJ struggle for their minds about the so-called
,rr...r, of
world peace, present ,t dI f.rt,.rt., "clear superiority" "f y'9' atomic
whetheiover-danger spots in the Far weapons over those of the Soviet
East, Berlin, Africa oi Latin Amer- IJnion, or even that the Soviet Union
ica, depends upon a correct evalua- fulfilled its -agreement-to remove the
tion of the Caiibbean crisis, its out- missiles and bombers from Cuba out
come and significance. The lessons of weakness and fear. Such gambling
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with the lives of the American peo- Party is systematically and openly
ple and with the fate of the world pushing this line in ali countriei and
has nothing in common with reason Marxist Parties of the world, in utter
and soberness, nor with the common disregard of the 8r party statement
sense and realism of ordinary Ameri- which it signed, and in violation of
cans. Such false conclusions from the the norm of all Marxist parties to
Caribbean crisis are fraught with fix their own policies, and finally to
danger and catastrophe.
the detriment and disunity of thc
In the national interest of our own broad peace movement, in individual
country, and in solidarity with inter- countries and on a world scale.

national Marxist and other peace The CPUSA cannot be indifferent
forces throughout the world, thq to the fact that the Chinese CommuCcmmunist Party of the U.S. deci-\ nist Party seeks converts for its
sively rejects this view and u,ill .orr-', dargerous policies in our counrry,
tinue to oppose it lvith maximum and that the open promulgation of its
effort as a menace to qhe struggle for 'policies can only spread confusion
peace and peaceful coqxistence. and disruption. It rejects the line of
For this reason, th\American the Chinese Communist Party and,
comrnunist Party of the UrS;feels it in the interest of peace and piaceful
nec€ssary to take sharp public issue coexistence, energetically opposes it.
with the poiicy of the Chinese Com- The fate of tens of miilioni of peo.
munist Party in respect to the Carib- ple, not to speak of the wtroleiale
bean crisis and in respect to its wrong destmction of countless treasures of
position on peaceful coexistence in civilization, which would be entailed
1

general.

by a thermonuclear war, is bound up

In effect, the position of the Chin- with open differences between ttre
ese Communist Party, like that of Chinese Communist Party and thr
certain powerful U.S. monopoly overwhelming majority of the intercircles, is that the resolution of the national Marxist movement. The
Caribbean crisis is a victory for U.S. CPUSA cannot remain silent.
imperialism, its "policy of strengrh" The CPUSA had hoped that the
and "toughness" over the alleged sharp strictures by the world Marxweakness, fear and capitulation of ist movement against the unprinthe Soviet Union. This p,seudo-Left cipled, anti-Soviet, anti-peace and an-

and

sectarian

line of our Chi-

nese comrades dovetails with that
of the most adventurous U.S. imperialists and gives the latter encouragement. Not only is it harmful and in-

ti-Marxist line of the Albanian Communist Party-of which the Chinese

Communist Party is the principal
supporter-would have had a beneficial effect upon our Chinese Comcorrect, but the Chinese Communist rades, at least. It had hoped that its
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constant reaffrmation of its adherence to the line of peaceful coexistence would also have carried some
weight with the Chinese C.ommunist
Party. But neither of these sound and

responsible attitudes achieved the
necessary results.

The CPUSA must now speak out
plainly and bluntly, conscious of its
national and international obligations, as the Marxist-Leninist Party
in the heartland of the world's most
powerful and arrogant imperialism.
The CPUSA, at the same time,
reiterates its deep appreciation of the
past achievements of the Chinese
Cornmunist Party, its establishment
of socialism in the world's most populous country, the victory o{ the
Chinese people over Chiang Kaishek, the creature of U.S. and world
imperialism.

Communist Party of China on which

their position on the recent events
in Cuba is obviously based was already evident in its statements and
declarations over a number of years.
These views find their sharpest and

clearest expression to date in their
editorial on "the difierences" with
the Italian Communist Party pub.
lished in the Washington Post of
]anuary 3rd.
Among other things this editorial,
obviously directed against all Marxist-

Leninist Parties and not only against
the Italian Communists, permits itself to make the following outrageous
and slanderous charges:

"In the final analysis, the stand
taken by Togliatti and certain other
Communist Party of Italy leadersboils down to this-the people of the
capitalist countries should not make
revolutions, the oppressed nations

The CPUSA holds as sacred its
obligation to resolutely oppose the should not wage struggle to win
continued occupation of Taiwan
and the people of the world
- liberation,
by aggressive
should not fight against imperialism.
Chinese territory
U.S. imperialisrn, the occupation of Actually, all this exactly suits the
Hong Kong by British imperialism; needs of the imperialists and the reacand it will continue its policy of pas- tionaries."
sionate opposition to the denial of
And later, that same editorial,
the Peoples Republic of China's right- speaking for the Communist Party of
ful place in the United Nations. It China says: "Nor have we ever concondemus the aggression of U.S. im- sidered that the avoidance of e
perialism toward our Zoo million thermo-nuclear war in the Caribbean
Chinese brothers as of a piece with crisis was a'Munich.' What ue did
the arrogant national and white strongly oPPose ond aill strongly opchauvinist attitudes toward all op- posc in the futwe is the sacrifice of
pressed darker peoples and nations. anotha country's souereignty as a
The erroneous and dangerous char- tneans ol reaching a coffiptomis€
acter of the policies pursued by the uith impcrialism. A comprotnise af

oN cuBA, CHINA AND TIIE
ca:n onl! be regarded as one
hundred percent ap?ease',nefit, 4
'Munich' ?urc afld simple." (Em-

U.S.S.R.

an absurd distortion of history and is unworthy of
consideration by a Marxist or any

this sort

"appeasement' 'is

phasis ours.)
This is indeed an unbelievable and
irresponsible slander against the
CPSU-Party of Lenin, and against

serious historian.

the Parties of other lands of socialism as well as the fighting MarxistLeninist Parties of the capitalist
countries and others who adhere to
the 8r Party statement. It only emphasizes how the Chinese Communist leaders have failed to grasp the
realities of today and because of this
how far they have already departed
from Marxism-Leninisrrr..

The threat of

ther-irro-nuclear

world war was not and is not a paper
tiger, either tactically or strategically.
That threat in the Cuban crisis posed
the possibility of final, total disaster
for millions of people including every

major city in the countries on the
three continents of the northern
hemisphere-and that includes our
own country, the United States, as
well as the Soviet Union, Eastern and

'Western Europe and China. All the
military installations were part of the
alert and the countdown.
The victory for the policy of peaceful coexistence with its negotiations
and compromises to maintain peace

and the integrity

of

nations

has

nothing in common with the slanderous charge of "Munich." Rather, the
events'in the Caribbean are the exact
opposite of a "Munich." They are not
steps to war but to peace. The use of

the vile slander of "Munich"

and

The editorial of. the Pefring Reuiew
which emphasizes that the alternative
policy that should have been followed
is one of "blow-for-blowr" and which

charges "surrenderr" and "Munich"
has only one meaning in the actual
cirqrmstances of the time : that there
shouN have been a policy of no negotiations), no concessions, that the
"quarantine" and threat of bombing
shoulrl have been met head on-in
short, a policy leading to thermodficlear war.
One could say at this point that
our Chinese comrades, who set an
example of fexibility in their heroic
btruggle for liberation, are even t<lday,
correctly, not following the adventur-

ous policy in Taiwan, Hong Kong
and Macao that they advocate for
others. Why this double standard
approach I

In relation to all these developments the progressive and peace
forces throughout the world found
very helpful the extended analysis of
the Caribbean crisis given by Premier
Khrushchev before the Supreme Soviet. This speech was published by

The Worfrer and Political Affairs as
a public service to the American people.
As regards the unfortunate Chinese-Indian border confict, we have
already made clear our po,sition, and
have from the first day called for an

end to the fighting and for the solu-
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tion of this question by peaceful negotiation. But irrespective of the
merits in the dispute and recognizing
the justice of the Chinese position
and precisely because of the danger
from imperialism and its collaborators within India, the fact is that
China was embroiled in this unfortunate confict at the very moment
when imperialism threatened the
peace of the entire world. Was this
not also a refection of the opposition
of the Chinese Communists to the
views of the World Marxist movement and specifically the 8r Party
statementl
The dogmatic and sectarian repeti-

tion of phrases by our Chinese comrades refects a failure to grasp the
essence of Lenin's admonition that
Communists "must operate on the
basis of scientific principles." Lenin
thus elaborates: "Science demands,
first, the calculation of the experience

of other countries, especially if

these

other countries, also capitalist countries, are undergoing, or have recently
undergone, a very similar experiencel
second, science demands the calculation of all the forces, groups, parties,

classes and masses operating in the
given country, and does not demand
that policy be determined by mere
desires and views, degree of class
consciousness and readiness for battle

of only one group or party."

Flere
Lenin gives a sharp warning against
both narrow nationalism and against
the mechanical dogmatic application
of policy.
We do not accept the negative at-

Call

titude of the Communist Party of
China on peaceful transition to socialism. We hold that fails ro consider what is the new situation in the

it

world which strengthens the strug:
gle for a peaceful transition. Without
elaboration at this time, we also differentiate frorn its views on the

struggle against monopoly capitaf
especially with regard to our own
country.
We deeply regret the necessity to
express such sharp difierences with
our Chinese comrades. The world
needs the unity

of the socialist sector.

That American imperialism grab,s at
every point of diflerence is to be
expected. The 6ght against imperialism, and for peace and socialism, requires international working class
solidarity and the unity of the forces
of the socialist sector in this world
today. That unity is not to be achieved by the compromise of basic principles. It can be achieved only on the
basis of the policies of the 8r Party
statement. We hope that our Chinese
comrades will correct their policies
in accord with the tested experience
and line of the world Marxist move-

ment.

In making this statement, we do
not exhaust the subject matter. 'We
will elaborate and clarify our views
on every important issue in which
we are involved and which is of concern to the American working class
and people in the struggles for peace
and social progress and for the advance to Socialism.

lhat A lrial?

By Elizabeth Gurley Flynn
The next major event in the juggernaut onslaught of the McCarran
Act on the Bill of Rights will undourbtedly be the trials of Gus Hall
and Benjamin J. Davis, spokesmen
of the Communist Partyr U.S.A., on
the charge of failing to register by a
deadline date under orders of the
Subversive Activities Control Board.

(No date has been set at this writ-

The trial consumed only ten hours
of actual trial time. The subject matter was narrow, dull and routifledeliberately restricted to qne question,

something like the oldlquiz: "Do
you still beat your wife-ianswer yes
or no." Here it was boilpd down to:
D\d the Communist Pprty register?
Onlhat there was no/yes or no argument because the Party did not deny
that it iad refused to register.
The courtroom was small, with

irrg). This hollow and superficial
pattern for such trials has already
been set in the recent trial of the hardly room
Party itself on a similar charge.

This is the first time thaq a political party has ever been placed on
trial in our country. Political liberty
in the U.S.A. was at stake. Maior
constitutional issues, which a Su'
preme Court decision had once called
"premature" for their judgment at
that tinae, \,vere at stake. There was

extraordinary world-wide interest in
this trial, with expectations that there

would be clarity on these questions
and that the U.S. government would
present some defense at least of the
Subversive Activities C.ontrol Act of
r95o, known as the McCarran Act,
which is under heavy criticism here
and abroad.

THE "TRIAL"
But nothing of the kind haPPened.

enough for the heavy
concentration of press, radio and TV
commentators, let alone spectators.
The courtroom in Leipzig, Germany,

where Georgi Dimitroff was tried
was spacious by comparison. The atmosphere was set early when the
Judge rejected a question on possible prejudice which the defense attorneys proposed be asked the jury.
This proceeding is called "Voire dird'
and is to establish the fitness of a
juror. The judge said: "I aflt no,
going to asfrNo. r. You mu,st realize
this, gentlemen, that eaery Person in
the United States, or rnost of the people in the tJnited States, who are nol
either members of the Cornmanist

Party or sympa:thizers aith it, are
opposed to it. It's lifte a murder case.
Euerybody is opposed to tnurder bat.
that does not disqualify people opposed to murder frorn sitting as a

CALI THAT A TRIALT
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jilror." So that ans that. The Com-

munist Party was analogous

to

questioning his witness on a press
conference he had attended at the
Party office:

murder!

would require us to commit

suicide,

and we are not going to cooperate.

all this evidence at all. You have the
letter in which they refused to register.
That is enough. . . . But you have the
right to put flesh on the skeleton, if you

Gus Hall, he said, described the
McCarran Act in the press conference
as the "Big Lie" and had said: "We
would rather spend the rest of our
lives in iail than to betray the trust
and confidence of a single member or

ganization" sound innocent enough,

vgish.

supporter."

free of any criminal connotation. One
might ask a Communist, "Well, you
are Communist, you are an organiza-

According to the ]udge, even their
one witness was superfuous. It was

WHY NOT REGISTER?

As a matter of fact, you do not need

Taken out of the context and definitions of the McCarran Act, the
three words, "Communist Action Or-

tion and you must be engaged in
various actions, so what's wrong with
saying so ?" Possibly jurors, too, were
curious. But in this trial it was attempted to keep it a deep dark secret
from the jury as to why the Communist Party rejected the McCarran Act
designation for eleven years, why it
had spent thousands of dollars on
litigation to have it nullified, and why
it is adamant in refusing to register
under it. The Judge ruled it was not
the jury's business to consider the
why. So, like an automaton, they
produced a verdict of "Guilty"as they

were instructed to do.

It

took them

iust thirty-five minutes to poll their
number on each of the twelve counts.
]udge Holtzoff pronounced sentence
of $izo,ooo and it was over. The foreign correspondents were completely

mystified at the sparse performance
wili.h many did not understand.
The Judge aptly described the trial
when he remarked at one Point to
the Government lawyer who was

indeed a sfteleton of a trialt Apparently he was warning the Government not to expand on the testimony
of Mr. Will Lissner, reporter for The
N ew Y orft Timcs. Ironically enough,
out of the mouth of the Government's
one and only witness came truthful
and accurate testimony of the |une
8, 196r, press conference at the headquarters of the C.P.U.S.A., right after
the Supreme Court upheld the SACB

order to the Party to register. Both
Lissner's direct testimony and on
cross-examination, Gus Hall's courageous and historic words on that occasion came through. This was the
most dramatic part of the trial; Lissner reported that Gus Hall had said:

Under the Supreme Court's decision,
the Party would be illegal and that thus
the U.S. Government ioins fascist Portugal, fascist Spain, West Germany, the
Dominican Republic and South Korea
as police states where the Communist
Party has been made illegal, and that
the political application of this law

Mr. Lissner readily confirmed, on
cross-examination, that Gus Hall had
said: "The Supreme Court decision
did not go into the regulations under
the Act, that this raised constitutional
questions and that his lawyers would
liave to go into that.

It would be a

legal fight."

Mr. Abt, defense attorney, asked
Mr. Lissner: "In over 40 Years as a
newspaperman, did you ever have to
testify before on matters that You
saw or heard in your Professional
capacity ?"

profession and a free press, do not
volunteer and respond only under a
subpoena. If this disgraceful practice
continues, it will curtail freedom of
speech and the press. Many Ameri'
cans will resent it as eyes and ears for
the F.B.I. and be fearful of its role,

which is contrary to all tradition
and standards of relationships betw,een the press, and its sources of
information.
Possibly because

Mr. Lisgner's

tes-

timony had to some exten{ revealed
that the reason the Party ha{ refused
to register was not willful bqt was a
principled legal and moral stanQ, the
)udge injected into his charge to\he
iury some remarks to oflset this. The
defense objected to them as highly
prejudicial. After baring the subject
of the Communist Action Orgaaiza'
tion from the trial, he proceeded to
give what he called the substance of

it in the law, or as he called it,

REPORTERS AS INFORMERS

"paraphrasing it" as follows: "It defines the term as any organization in

The |udge ruled the question out.
But it called attcntion to a sinister
development in McCarran Act Pro-

tially directed, dominated or

ceedings, the subpoening of reporters,

radio and TV interviewer$ as government witnesses. Sometimes the
F.B.I. arranges in advance that the
notes of a reporter on an interview
or speech by i Communist or others
be turned over to them. Or theY ask
for them later. Some rePorters are
eager beavers and are willing to co'
oper"te. Others, who resPect their

the United States which is substancon-

trolled by the foreign government or
foreign organization controlling the
World Communist movement and
which operates primarily to advance
the objectives of the World Communist movement."

This incomplete defrnition must
have created still more confusion in
the minds of the iury, following the
weird, evasive sophistry of the young
Government lawyers who were cut-
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ting their 6rst legal teeth. Mr. Rob'
ert Kennedy, the Attorney General,
has continually enunciated the hypo'
critical dictum that all the Communist Party is called upon to do is
"merely to register." His representative in this trial spelled this out as
follows: "You are not registering that
you are a 'Communist Action Organizatron, but only that you havc
been foand so by the Subversive Activities Control Board, and therefore
are merely complying with the law."
He argued further that registering
as a "Communist Action Organiza'
tion" does not involve confession of
criminality and that anyone could
register for the Communist Party as
its agent, including its attorney, Mr.
Abt. One wonders whether AttorneY
General Kennedy and young Mr.
Maddrix ever actually read the Act?
Their crude double-talk about it disgraces the Government of the United

forergn power, engaged

CALL TI{AT A TNALI

in an inter-

national conspirary, uthich " by trcachery, deccit, infiltratioa into other

groaps (gouernmental and otheruise), espionage, sabotage, terrorism

and any orher tneans deemed necessary," seeks to establish a Cbmmunist totalitarian dictatorship. The section of the law concludes that "these
present a clear and present danger
to the security of the United States
and to the existence of free American
institutions." This is the prefabricated

verdict of guilt of a whole series of
crimes written into the McCarran
Act, to which the Communist Party

is expected to say "Amen." This is
what is {alsely pictured by Robert
Kennedy as "merely registering."
For the sake of clarity, the government and the defense attorneys
agreed:

r)

ists.

That the Communist Party excould hardly be prosecuted

It

otherwise.

States.

The deception and mockerY of iustice in their remarks are refuted by
the actual definition in the fascistlike edict known as the McCarran
Act. It is far more than the fudge
told the iury. One reporter at a press
conference recently called his story
into the city desk. In trying to make
clear what Gus Hdl had said, he ex
plained, "It's got a booby trap in- it,

lhir law." Enormous, treasonable

z) That the Party had written a let-

ter to the Department of Justice in
November 196r in which it declared
it is not an organization described
in the Law and would not so register, and claiming the 5th Amendment

privileges against self-incrimination
for its officers. This was not willful or
capricious but open and above-board.
3) Thar the C.F.U.S.A. had not
registered.

4) That Gus Hall's remarks as re-

crimes are written into the definition
as estarblished facts, namely that the

ported at the press conference were

Communist Party is an agent

substantially correct.

of

a

ADDITIONS TO TT{E LAW
This cleared away any controYersy
over the facts relative to the act of
registering. But the word aillful
came in for much argumentation. It
does

not appear in the Law but was

in the indictment. The fudge ruled
that all tle Government needed to
prove was that non-registration was

not accidental but intentional and
deliberate. AIso a lengthy argument
ensued over the two forms now required for registration. This, too, is
not in the Law, and has not been
passed upon by the Supreme Court.
For ten years, while the Law was in

litigation, only one form-the one
covered by Count rz in the indictment was required. It specifies information from the organization ordered to register of names of ofHcers,
members, finances, printing and other
equipment, etc. It did not then re'
quire an organization to confess or
acftnowledge that it is an organization of a cefiain chmacter. Only after
the decision of the Supreme Court of
]une J, 196r, and while the Party's
petition for a re-hearing was in progress, two days belore it uas denied
the Attorney General introduced two
forms instead of one, and they appeared in the Federal Register. Now
there are two chargeable crimes.

The fust form, on which eleven
of the indictment are based,
was described by a legal expert as
"phony as a $3 bill, an absolute legal

counts

II

It purports to compel the.
Communist Party to come out in
the open. All the acual information
it involves is the ,name and address
frame-up."

of the Party. The admission of guilt
to the Big Lie is the other requirement. The alleged violation is cumulative from day to day. For eleven
days, $rro,ooo was imposed for not
giving information of name and address which the government already
had. It had addressed many letters
and subpoenas to the Party. When

it certainly gave its.
name and address to the government.
What Robert Kennedy added would

the Party replied,

compel the Party to confess to whar
it does not believe to be true, but

to what somebody else found to be
Itlrus"-n36ely the S.A.C.B. It is
the profound conviction of the
C.P.U.S.A. that ultimately it will be
decided in the higher courts that no
one can be forced to conless guih il
he does not thinft he is guilty. Count
rz, the information statement, is not
cumulative if not complied with, the
fine of $ro,ooo is final, and on that
there can be no more indictments. But'
on Mr. Kennedy's device there can
be more indictments, for more days,
ad infinitum. So clever these "New.

Frontier" politicians! Writing life
sentences into lavvs!

The Party, as an,
organization, can only be fined. But
individuals like Gus Hal[ and Ben
Davis can be sentenced to five years,

in prison for every day of non-registration. At present there are fourteen,

t2
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other persons also cited under the
membership clause who ultimately
rnay face similar uials and penalties.
That could, be just a beginning.

WHAT IS NEXTI
What happens now? All the Constitutional questions ruled out in the
Party trial will be carried to the
Suprcme Court if necessary. The
issue is that the C.P.U.S.A. hos so
lar been dcnicd a iury trial on the
qucstion of whether it is a Cotnmunist-action organization as defned in
the McCarran Act. So far, the only
issue permitted in the case was the
failure to register. This is not the
heart of the caise.
It is a sham, and evasion of the
real issue which will be major irl the
appeal. The Supreme Court must decide eventually on this so<alled "premature" issue. The Communist Party
has gifted anl courageous lawyers
worthy of being in a new edition of
Profiles in Courage. They have made
a splendid legal struggle for over ten
years. But they are cramped and restricted by court-room procedure and
its rules, In his concluding remarks,
Mr. Maddrix expressed indignation
that Mr. Abt, an attorney, should
uphold "defiance of the law" by Gus

Hall. He appeared to solicit some
action by the judge against Mr. Abt,
whose words on Hall's remarks at
the press conference had been as follows:'7 don't say that he did not say

it, nor,-and this is euen more irnportant, I thinft-do I mafte any
apologies to, my clients hauing made
those stotetncnts, for hauing stated
that they would not be stoolpigcons
and infortners or betray the confidence of their membcrs." He referred
to "the long and honorable trodition
in this counuy ol ours in uhich thc
leaders of minority groups or groaps
that espoase un?opular causcs lzaae
refused to giue aarnes ol thie tnernbers
and betray their confidencei' and
instanced the abolitionist societies,
early trade unions and today the
N.A.A.C.P. in the Southern stares.
He conclude d "rhat Gus Hall, uthen
he said what he said, was acting in an
old, in an honorable, in a liighly
rnoral tnanfl€t."

The thoroughgoing campaign of
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of fascism

monstrous law was passed, many or-

Niemoellcr, on the rise

ganizations which went on record

in Germany.
Our committee solicits your sup
port for the legal defense of those

it vigorously in r95o, seem to
have forgotten their opposition and

against

its origin. It is alarming that such a
trial can take place in the U.S.A.,
and others be threatened, without an

in liberal journmagazines, tradeunion papers and the like.
The Gus Hall-Beniamin ]. Davis
Defense Committee (room r2a5, 22
East rTth St., New York 3, N. Y.)
is issuing literature on the law. Our

immediate reaction

als, Left-wing

"Now Is the Time"
by |ohn Abt, which is a clear and

latest pamphlet is

continuing analysis of the Subversive
Activities Control Act of r95o, and
how it is being applied. The title refers to a statement made bY Pastor

who are under the attack of the Communist-action section of the McCarran Act, and to help us enlarge the
campaign into ever wider circles. Let
us hope the time is not far distant
urhen this law

California came to know its little

brcrther, Proposition 24, they would

sweep it likewise into oblivion.
Twelve years have passed since this
i,t

be as dead as the

us speed the day when the C.P.U.S.A.

can conduct its affairs in a similar
manner, in a manner befitting a democracy.

enlightenment on the McCarran Act
must take place outside the court
room. The law is cumbersome anl
hard to explain. It becomes obscure
and inexplicable in the court room.
It was sponsored by the House UnAmerican Activities Committee, its
only legislative ofispring in twentyfive years. It is kin to the Taft-Hartlen Walter-McCarran, and LandrumGriff,n Acts and other anti-labor
repressive legislation. If the American people could once understand its
fascistlike character as the people of

will

Alien and Sedition Laws of Thomas
|efferson's d"y. The Communist
Party of Great Britain is completing
its annual open registration of its
membership, when they exchange a
ry52 catd for a ry63 card, with the
aim of reaching 3!,ooo by Easter. Let

Ioftenism and Gradualism in thg
Struggle for Negro Rights
By Beniamin J.

Davis

The year ry6z,has wirnessed many
significant developments-both of a
positive and negative character-in

!yo\, The Negro Reuolr. (Harper,

N. Y., ry62.) And,I am afiaid ihai

they have penetrated the ranks of the
including the Communists,

connection with the struggle for the
free and unconditional equaliry of
the Negro people. But amidst them
all, the wrirer wishes to limit the
present article primarily to a discussion of only one of these developments-the widespread concept of
tokenism and gradualism-and aims

!.ft,
largely

to do so without exhausting this juicy

Tokenism and gradualism have become, in actuality, full-blown alternatives to the demand of the Negro
people for freedom now instead ofin

and pertinent subject.

Neither tokenism nor gradualism

-as

solutions of this basic and unique

in American life-is particularly new. They are as.old as the
struggle of the Negro pmple for their
constiturional freedom and human
dignity. But today they have acquired
question

because

they have not been

systematically exposed and persistent-

ly fought.
ALTERNATIVES TO
FREEDOM

some vague, unascertainable time

in
the future. Consequently, these so.
called alternatives must be weighed
and examined in the same objective
way that the U.S. ]im CrowJynch
system was examined, or the South
African ap,artheid system was found
inconsistent with civilized behavior

a new importance. They have matur-

ed as full-scale conscious policy on
the part of the monopoly-class oppressors of the Negro and, to a maiLed
ext€nt, on the part of Right-wing so-

and condemned by decent humanity

3ll . over the world, including thl
United Srates. There is sufficient experience in the last few years to make

cial-democrats, various liberals-and
well-meaning friends of the Negro
people's movement. Both ideas are to
be found in certain leadership circles
of the Negro people, a condition

such an examination both mandatory

and rewarding.

which Mr. Louis E. Lomax sought
to indict in his recendy published

q

Those who advocate and practice
tokenism and gradualism seldtm use
the terms. The dynamic Negro peo-
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that these reforms will, bit bY bit,
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Negro
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represent. I do not
of
self-sacrific'
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]im
trend among the Negroes whatsoever ing struggle for
partial,
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however
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In truth, however, tokenism and This

pattern

of tokenism

obtainsl

not only in the higher echelons oi
American life, bur even in shopf
-e
where one Negro is placed in
skilled position ro prevent the palpable issue of job discrimination fiom
system-the contradiction between being successfully challenged by
the hypocritical pretensions of dem. other Negro workers or by the tradc
ocracy as opposed to the barbarous union in the particular industry. It
practice of denying elementary libei- has become especially rife in the deep
ties to the Negro people.
South-not ro mention the North,
East
and West-where school inteWHAT IS TOKEMS {t
gradualism as currently used today
have nothing to do with reforms.
They are put forward as solutions to
one of. the profound and wracking
contradictions of the American social

in ffii["rrt'rJirlrlil'r:?r#*"ruK::

rnstead of qrrlitr-tiue change
the status of "the Negro people as a
whole, tokenism proposes to elevate
individual Negroes to so.called preferred and privileged positions as a
substitute for according to 20 million
Negroes their full manhood status.
Even these elevated or preferred po-

TOKEI{ISM AND GRADUALISI\,I tN NEGRO

',

gro children in deep Southern schools
very litde in the North. More-and
over, the endless cruelties endured by

individual Negroes integrated as
"tokens" in Southern schools can
clearly be seen in the persecution of
]ames Meredith, not to mention the

equality handful of Negro children in white
since they too are limited by the public schools.
absence of human dignity for the The false and underlying premise
mass of Negroes. Moreover, the rul- of tokenism is racism:'thi concep,t
ing class attempts in every poasible that the great mass of Negroes are
yal to use such chosen Negroes as a inferior, fit only for capitalist sup€rbuffer to prevent the rise of the mass, exploitation, and that only those insitions, however, are short of

or even to police them, or worse still, dividual Negroes who rise above the
to make it almost impossible, at least inferior norm of their people deserve
legally, to challenge whar everyone equal rights. Carried to its logical
knows to be true: the wholesale seg- conclusion, this position holds either
regation against Negroes as a people. that nothing at all can be done about

Negroes, however, regard the limited the "inferior" Negro mass, or that
progress they've made-each quan- they may some day achieve equal
titative reform they've wrested in the status, as each of the zo million Nelast year-as a step toward that groes disproves his alleged inferiorqualitative change which will abolish ity. In this regard, tokenism is of
the |im Crow system in its entirety. the same stripe as gradualism.

A

classic example of tokenism was

the silly and ignorant statement made

by Attorney-General Kennedy at the
height of the freedom rides in 1916z.
Seeking to parry the embarrassment

caused the Administration for its
failure to act decisively against the
lynch hoodlums in the South, the Attorney General declared in the prize
non-sequitur of the year that a Negro could be elected President in
another 50 years, as if that were the
remedy io ihe racist brutalities suffered by Negroes in ry6zl Referring,
of course, to the fact that |ohn F.
Kennedy is President, he did not
allude to the almost zoo years it required to elect a white Catholic to
the presidency of the United States.
Hc did not explain why only 50 years
hence should

a

Negro be elected pres-

ident; nor how, even in a hundred
years, this would be possible so long
as the present |im Crow system, with
all its complex ramifications against
the entire Negro people, remains intact. The Attorney General's nomination of a Negro for President in the
year 2or2 reduces tokenism to a comic

absurdity.

WFTAT IS GRADUALISMI
Gradualism does not formally deny
the right of the Negro pcople to full
citizenship rights; it contends, mere. ly, that ii all can't be done et once,
" that time alone will correct the situation, and that to rush matters is to

STRUGGLE

'?

adopt a cure worse than the disease.
The inevitable conscquence of gradualism is a bit-by-bit, measure-by-meas"

ure, individual-by-individual attack
upon the iim crow system which
could easily stretch out over another
hundred or more years. It has been
assessed by the Rev. Martin Luther
King by the NAACP and others that
if the present pace of securing free
citizenship for the Negro is continued, even after the 1954 Supreme
Court decision against school segre-

it will be easily another roo
odd years before the Negro enjoys

gation,

full constitutional equality. It
8o-year span between the

was an

civil rights

as it wasin t957, and the one preceding
it. And to get a meaningful civil
rights bill through Congress-in the
teeth of the Republican-Dixiecrat
coalition-is like trying to squeeze
blood out of a turnip.
To the conscious gradualist, roo
measure*inadequate
passed

years does not seem too long a time
for the Negro'to wait for cquality of
status and opportunity; he cries "impati6nce" at the militant Negro of
today who demands freedom now.
He also constantly prates of the progress of the American Negro-as if
the limited gains made by Negroes
were handed them on a-silver planer
seems blithely oblivious of the
-and
much greater progress made, in iust

half the time, by formerly oppressed
peoples freed by socialism. In the Soviet'Union, for cxample, forrnerly

I8

Czarist oppressed nationalities, deprived of even a language, have in
less than the 45 years of Soviet power,
flowered into enviable levels of technical, cultural and democratic achievement-while after roo years of the
Emancipation Proclamation, gradualism has brought the Negro to the
point that his son or daughter risks
mob violence and even death merely
to enter a school.
The main foundations of gradualism are, among others, at least two:
that the Negro is not capable of ex-

ercising full consdrudonal fights
(Dixiecrat U.S. Senator Ellender of
Louisiana, explained his opposition
to Negro freedom in America with
his recent racist slurs against the
capacities of the black Africans); and

secondly, that the white ruling class
has not yet experienced the necessary
change of heart, that a sudden ending
of the Jim Crow system would radically change our national life, (thank
goodness!) and that the Negroes,
the victims, and their supporters
should therdore be more patient with
their oppressurs. Gradualism is the
antithesis of freedom now-the latter
being the immediate demand of the
Negro people and of those who have
a fundamental understanding of the
needs
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of the country.

THE PRESTDENT AND
NEGRO RIGHTS
President Kennedy's positioa on
the question of Negro righrc is not

that of the fascist ultra-Right whose
Hiderite attempt to stop history is to
return the Negro to an outright slave
status and whose slogan, coined bY a
Birchite, is "Flang Chief |ustice
]ohn
'Warren
to a sour apple treer" on ac-

count of the historic 1954 desegregation ruling of the Supreme Court.

And President Kennedy's civil rights
gestures-all due to the national and
international support of the Negro
people's fiioveEl€ot-are not unimportant, irrespective of their motivation, and notwithstanding their feeble
inadequacy. But the President's failure to come to grips with the whole

vicious and obsolete fim Crow system as a whole, to morally condemn

it and to move to immediately abolish
it, is the rankest encouragement to
the ultra-Right, and to the bi-partisan
Dixiecrats and racists. The stalemat-

ed Albany (Ga.) situation

reveals
a firm Pres-

strikingly the absence of
idential commitment to the abolition

of the ]im-Crow system as such.
Plainly, the President, from his
powerful vantage point in the White
House, moves from a position of
tokenism and gradudism which, in
the words of the late Rep. Vito Marcantoniq means perpctuating the Ncgro question as an issue, as a basis
for cheap partisan maneuvering,
without ever democratically and fundamentally resolving it. His recent
statement that he implements the
Constitution with respect to civil
rights only on the basis of a'tonccn-

sus of public opinion

"

the deliberate

omission from his speech accompanying James Meredith's forced admission to the University of Mississippi,

of 4y defense whateve, of th. ,iih,
r4th and r5th Amendment wliich
were the heart of the crisis--demonstrate that the President does not
consider the time ripe for the abolition of the Jim Crow system, and
thus rejects the victory of the Civil
War, the Emancipation Proclamation
and the consensus of the clear majority of the American people who consider that the principle of equality

for all Americans was setded i hundred years ago. The President does
nothing, nor does he reveals any

plans for doing anything, about what
he terms the 'tonsensus of opinionr"
evidently considering even rhis premature. This is tokenism and gradualism with a vengeance; and it con-

stitutes the stagnation out of which
the ultra-Right segregationists and
racists maintain their still-tenacious

grip on American life.

While

it is true that the over-

whelming majority of the American
people support every measure that
reduces the cruelty and shame of anti-

|im Crow practices, it is
true that they will rally
the evil system as a wholi,

democratic

no

less

against

it is stripped of its tokenist and
gradualist perfumery. For these
once

sweetsmelling cosmetics are designed
to maintain the |im Crow system, not

to destroy it. To*enism and gradu-

,9

alism have, in this period, become
two of the main ideological weapons
for continuing segregation, discrimination, racist practices-in short for
the preservation of the very system,
which the aroused Negro people's
movement is out to smash.
They are doomed to failure. First,
they cannot solve the serious consti" tutional and moral crisis into which
the nation has been plunged by the
continued systematiC oppression of
Negroes as a people. Tokenism and
gradualism only intensify the crisis.
For their central purpose is to prevent
fundamental and qualitative change

a

in the second+lass status of the Ne.
gro.

TI{E MEREDITH CASE
The piecemeal approach of
Kennedy Administration

the
through

- the |im
individual law suits-leaves
Crow system basically intact, and
often does not succeed in attaining

the extremely technical and emaciated objectives. It is like bailing out a
running bathtub with a thimble. The
President was compelled, in the

t:rl hir executive
powers because each time one federal
court in the South issued an order
for Meredith's admission, another issued a counter-order invalidating it.
Yet nothing has been done about the
latter court---such as the impeachment it deserves:it has been left free
to continue its defiance of thc ConMeredith case, to

stitutiont
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Thc

President,

in

the Meredith

geniug" but one of thousands of or-

in the statc

case, had an offensive posture thrust

dinary young Negroes

upon him by history and by the tide
of events. But in his speech that fateful Sunday night of Meredith's cntry
upon the campus, he took such a
shockingly defensive position that it
virtually amounted to: "You, Gover.
nor Barnett, can keep your Jim CroW

who are entitled, under the Il.S. Constitution, to the best education Mississippi aflords and is determined to
obtain it.
The big advantage of tokenism and
gradualism to the monopoly capitalists and their bi-partisan political

system

spokesmen,

if

only you do not defy the
authority of this Administration by
denying matriculation to this one
Negro" In the same speech, the
President "closed" the ,books on the
case. Yet everyone knows that the
books are not closed, that the brutal
jirn crow system still pervades Mississippi and that |ames Meredith, because of it, remains in the University
by the skin of his teeth. In addition,
another Oxford is brewing in the
State of Alabama, where the Ku
Klux Klan Gov. Wallace is again
defying the law, and the University
of Alabama, wistfully improving on
Barnett's crude tactics, has shut its
doors to all students to be sure no
Negro youth gets in. The President
resisted the defiance of Barnett in
the Meredith case, while, in effect,
condoning the evil Jim Crow system
out of which the defiance arose.
Meredith, quite naturally, seniing
this tokenized approach to himself,
has hit out repeatedly against ]im
Crow in other areas-left unchallenged by the Federal government. Ife
has made it abundantly clear that he
is neither a token nor an "academic

is that

it preserves

the

status of the Negro masses as a source

of super-profits, whether through the
wage differential in the South, the
exceptionally high loot from the
Northern slum ghettoes, or from the
present disproportionately high rate
of unemployment among Negro
workers, nationally. This leaves a
wide berth for ruling-class maneuvering, both in respect to individual Negroes, and in respect to yielding civil
rights concessions stretched out over
decades and scores of years, without
any radical alteration of the ]im

Crow system. The white workers
and masses pay for this through the
nose in terms of increased rates of exploitation, lowered wages, disunity
between Negro and white and, above
all, in being deprived of the experiences of a new and healthy relationship to democracy which only a fundamental change in the status of the
Negro people as a whole can bring.
FOR FREEDOM NOW

Thc Negro peopld, because of thc
of history, have
rejcaed both tokenism and gradual-

bitter experience

ism. Despite the difiering trends
among them as to methodology,
never were they more united than on
the demand of freedom now, and not

in the vague future. As the Negro

movement explodes into activity here
and there, this question is becoming
the acid test bf their organizations,
leadership and independence; a mer-

2I

as a whole. They hardly needed to

add that this is the stock-in-trade of
American imperialisrl and the State

Department as they feel the hot
breath of the world socialist system
and of the darker peoples of Africa,
Asia and Latin America down their
necks. The rejection of tokenism and
gradualism now penetrates all classes

ely formal position for civil rights is
no longer adequate. The pace-setting

among the Negro people, even
though it receives its firmest and

Negro youth of the resistance upsurge
in the South are having an impact
on the standards of leadership and
devotion, in all echelons of Negro
life and, indeed, upon the nation.
The essence of this.infectious new
development is that the Negro people, supported by increasing numbers
of white allies, have taken the timetable of their freedom into their own

most consistent rebuff from the Negro workers and the youth.
Thirdly, to secure freedom now,

clutches

well as by others; has a brilliant and
triumphant future ahead of it. The
N.A.A.C.P. correctly refected the
dynamic mood of the Negro people

hands and out of the fumbling
of the professional tokenists
and the gradualists.
James Meredith's disassociation of
himself from the piecemeal approach
to Negro liberation is a sign of the
new times. The same spirit has been
repeatedly expressed by the distinguished playwright, Lorraine Hans-

the demand has already arisen among
the Negroes for a second Emancipation Proclamation from President

Kennedy abolishing the whole |im
Crow system in one fell swoop. This
demand, raised by the Communist
Party, and quite independently by
the Rev. Martin Luther King, |r. as

when, in the late fifties, it raised the
slogan, "Free by '63," the centennial
year of Emancipation Proclamationl

and

and it was disappointing that the
N.A.A.C.P. did not pursue this slo-

]ames Baldwin, and by others, includ-

gan with single-minded determina-

ing those eminent actors, Ossie Davis,
Ruby Dee and Hilda Simms, who

tion.

berry, by Langston Hughes

vigorously denounced, before a Congressional Committee, the'hypocritical practice of using their past successes on Broadway, to cover over the
oppressed plight of the Negro people

In the absence of a presidential will
and initiative to achieve it, the demand for a second Emancipation
Proclamation cannot be realized
without a level of unity and struggle
Negro-labor-progr..riu"

-including
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unity-never before attained in the
struggle for civil rights. But it is a
fully realistic demand, entailing the
expansion of democracy for the nation and can be imposed by the people upon the reluctant Kennedy Administration.

THE
NEW EPOCH

which rnust needs be
bitter- and persistent, as Well
them

as skillful and by deed as well

as by

precept

is

the , strug-

gle of the new- against the old.
For the old is battling ever more
ruthlessly to maintain its iron grip
upon our times.

The new was brilliantly dtamatized from the world podium of the
IIN, when Premier Khrushchev at
We live today in a new epochl and the r5th General Assembly in 196o,
the C,ommunist Party of the U.S., called for the immediate abolition of
with Gus Hall as its leading spokes- all colonialism and the instantaneous
man, has sought to apply the far- freedom and independence of all
reaching meaning of this epoch to the colonial peoples. Not long afterwards,
unique conditions of our highly dev- following all sorts of clumsy contoreloped capitalist country. The exist- tions, the colonial powers-including
ence of a world socialist system and U.S. imperialism-found it expedient
its growing determination of the to accommodate themselves to a
development of human society, have U.N. resolution embodying this prinrevealed new conditions for the work- ciple, if not its language. The new in
ing-class and people's struggles in our country can be seen in the Womcapitalist countries to achieve social ens Strike for Peace, the revolutionimprovements which go far beyond ary upsurge on the campus, the miliordinary reforms, a single example of tan! strike struggles of labor for the
which on the democratic front was shorter work week and against auto'
the Supreme Court decision in 1954 mated unemployment, and in the
outlawing school segregation. Whq indomitable struggles of the Negro
in this extraordinary age, trapped by people in the deep South. Every time
the rapidly degenerating colonial a new African nation is born, the
system, would dare predict that the Negro people press harder for freesame thing could not be done for the dom in this "land of the free."
The revolt of the unfree against
rotten-ripe |im Crow system as a
tokenism and gradualism is worldwhole!
Tokenism and gradualism are wide. It is a revolt which takes difideologies and concepts that belong ferent forms and methods-accordto the old and mortally sick imperial- ing to time, place and circumstances
ist order. And the struggle against *but everywhere it is converging
FREEDOM AND
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upon the monopolies which relY Crow system in our country, and
upon the ideology of tokerfsm and tokenism and gradualism constitute
gradualism to prolong their rule and an ideological roadblock to a total
to stave off their doom. The recent active mobilization against it.
It is not sufficient in this period of
Harriman, N. Y. Conference on
Africa of a number of representative transition of peoples and nations
Negro spokesmen, demonstrates the from a status o{ oppression to one of
increasing concciousness of American human dignity to be statically on
Negroes of a community of interests record for equal Negro rights. The
between the Africans fighting against test now is active participation in,
white supremacy and colonialism and and support for, the struggle to
the Negrrr in the United States fight- abolish all racist laws and practices
ing white supremacy and the fim now! It is this, we submit, more than
Crow system. This sense of solidarity any other factor which results in the
temporary, though serious, strains
will grow.
between the two natural allies-the
Negro people and the labor moveFORMS OF CHAUVIMSM
ment. It is this primarily which
Tokenism and gradualism together thwarts and undermines Negroconstitute one of the new forms of white unity. Conversely, it also conwhite chauvinism-which, of course, tributes to temporary moods of frusis the main ideological weaPon of tration and despair among sections
monopo,ly capital in its national op- of the Negro people, stimulating,
within their ranks, separatist, and
pression of the Negro people' Chauvinism hasn't changed and the fascist sometimes famboyant super-Leftist
poison emanating from the ultra- currents which are self-defeating,
Right George Lincoln Rockwell to harmful to Negro liberation, and, in
the most respectable Wall Street bil- the last analysis, futile.
Nothwithstanding the fact that
lionaires, is every bit as virulent as
chauvinism has not changed its
owners
white
by
the
slave
uttered
any ever
essence-although it continuaspiring
or
the
vicious
years
ago
hundred
4
Hitlers of today. But the worldwide ously adopts varying guises for surrevolution of the darker peoples of vival-conditions are present today
Africa, Asia and Latin America which make it possible for the oppressed peoples, the workers and
against colonialism, plus the burgeonbroad
democratic fcrrces to infict
have
ing Negro movement at home,
major defeats. It cannot imit
positive
effect
upon
upon
profound
a
had
the American people. By and large pose its desire willy-nilly upon peo'
they disapprove the more savage |im ples today as in previous eras.
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Nor would it be true or fair, to

as-

sume that all those who are swayed
by tokenism and gradualism do not
favor the liquidation of the )im Crow
system. There are widespread fears
among honest people that the alternative to these methods are bloodshed, violence and civil confict, or
possibly the dreaded "race war."
They cite examples of the use of Federal troops by Eisenhower at Little

Rock and Kennedy at Oxford--examples which the maiority of Americans supported as hard necessitiesas a basis for the mistaken assumption that to eradicate the whole )im
Crow system at once would lead to

another civil war. And this, too,
among ordinary Americans daily
sickened by the catapulting rate ot
crimes and violence-which are
Madison Avenue-ized by the monopoly press and TV-and living constandy in tensions of cold war brinkmanship and in the shadow of a nuclear Armageddon. Such fears can-

not be dismissed. And the

people

who hold them should not be politic-

ally mauled with name<alling but
should be won with sound reasoning

and a realistic program of activity
which alone can allay these fears.
Actually, the use of federal troops
at both Little Rock and O#ord was
due in the first place to the rebellious
and defiant resistance of the Dixiecrat
state officials-and admittedly not to
the constitutional demands of the
Negroes who sought to obtain them

peacefully and

in

accordance with

the Bill of Rights, although this legitimate method has been put in grave
jeopardy by the conviction of the

Communist Party under the concentration camp McCarran Act. But it
was also due to the abject failure of

both Eisenhower and Kennedy to
project any time limit or program
designed for enforcing the 1954 Supreme Court decision, to assume the
leadership of the nation in giving effect to this historic ruling in terms
of plans, total mobilizatiot of the
vast power of government and of the
Presidential office, the continuous
placating and appeasement of the

Dixiecrat traitors instead of basing
themselves upon, and encouraging
the rising democratia forces, even in
the South-and in the first place, the
Negro people.

THE SOURCE OF VIOLENCE
Having failed to prepare thorough-

ly and in depth for the enforcement
of the 1954 Supreme Court decision
from the moment of its declaration,
the use of the Federal armed power
by Eisenhower and Kennedy was
virtually inevitable. Consequently,
the blame for the use of military
strength should not be put
on the Negro people, nor on
any other who justly peek the
quickest implementation of the Constitution or the liquidation of the Iim
Crow system now! It must be placed

on the Government's laxness and failure to pursue a comprehensive campaign and plain design to isolate and
break the resistance of the Dixiecrats.
The Constitution affords many peaceful and democratic weapons for ac-

complishing this, and which materially reduce all possibility of civil con-

fict

although present

experience

shows that there should be no illusions that sections of the ruling class

will not resort to violence to prevent
social progress. Actually, tokenism and gradualism are building up a dangerous powder keg
which could make the murderous
Oxford mob violence lool< like a mere

war aird bloodshed. They are confident, moreover, that in this new
epoch, with its new relation of forces,
nationally and internationally, all the
conditions are present for achieving
this urgent democratic task. The use
by the Barnetts and Eastlands of incitation to anti-Negro murder, terror,

intimidation, mob violence, bloodshed and bombings-all in the name
of anti-communism and free speech
preserve their doomed white
-to
supremacist ,way of life, leaves little
doubt as to which class practices "the
end justifies the means." This leaves
little room for illusions as to the bitterness of the resistance proflered by
the Dixiecrats and their monopoly

tea party. The struggle against tokenism and gradualism is a many-sided

backers.

one, to secure a peaceful as well as
immediate outlawing of the whole

A BASIC DEMOCRATIC TASK

Jim Crow system, and this requires
in the first place the creative participation and involvement of the people.
Both are forcefully condemned and
opposed by the Negro peoples movement in the South under the leadership of the Rev. Martin Luther King,
|r. and that movement has adopted

a policy of non-violent resistance!
Communists, of course, are not
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Under socialism alone, can the
of )im Crow be dug out

deep roots

of American life, cleanly and permanently, a process long past due. But
that is no reason for failing to lop off
the existing trees of segregation and
discrimination, or for permitting new
ones to grow in the soil of tokenism
and gradualism. Communists reject
the doctrine: thq worse, the better-

pacifists although they recognize the

a doctrine inherent in

latter's positive contributions especially in the cause of wodd peace and
civil liberties. Nevertheless, no one is
more deeply concerned than the
Communists in accomplishing the
immediate and unconditional equality of thc Negro people, without civil

which always manages to follow dis-

Trotskyisrn

ruptive tactics and policies that invariably aid the most reactionary pro-

fascist forces. Communists, on the
othei hand, believe that the struggle
against the monopolists for the greatest expansion of democracy and the
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constant improvement of the conditions of the people is the path to so-

cialism; and to achieve this seek to
unite with the broadest forces for social progress, whatever their views
on socialism and capitalism.
In the struggle for the immediate
unconditional citizenship of the zo

million Negro Americans, the issue,
is not capitalism versus socialism. It
is the central broad democratic task
of our present society as a whole. A
realistic assessment of the present
moment in our country, entails that
this task must be achieved under
monopoly capitalism, prior to the
establishment of socialism. One cannot be indifferent to the conditions
ofi life under capitalism pending the
triumph of socialism. The entire history of mankind's upward struggle
teaches us nothing,

ever,

for

if not

those, similar

this. How-

to the Com-

munists, who desire a social system
based upon use instead of upon private profit*in our country, the pos-

sibility of a peaceful transition to socialism takes shape through the in-

volvement of the broad popular
forces in struggle for expanding
democracy against the restricting
monopolies.

In addition, the quicker the |im
Crow system is outlawed, its laws
and practices prohibited, instead of
rewarded as now, the quicker will
the ultra-Right monopolists be deprived of a built-in reserve of Dixiecrat and racist cadres for an Americar\ brand of fascism.
In view of the inherent democratic
traditions of the United States-un-

like many European countries wherc
fascism triumphed-fascism should
be prevented here. But it is not an
automatic, foregone conclusion. A1ready American democracy has been
,leformed out of all recognition and
the concentration camp McCarran
Law has gained its first victim with
the conviction by persecution of the
U.S. Communist Party. Our country
will yield to the apparently safe but
insidious blandishments of the professional tokenists and gradualists on
the issue of civil rights at its peril.

[conomic Realities and Perspectives
By Victor Perlo
This uticle ,,utas witten belore the Presidenls Snte of the Union
and Badget Messages, Hoarcur, these docurnents follou preaiously
announced courses which arcre taften into account. The A.dministr*
,.ion economic program, noat formolly'unaciled, comprises a n ore
strcfiuoas efrort to use the goaernrnent tnuhincry to end econornic
stagnation prinarily through sclectiue tax reduction. But the specific
conrents of this progran, by its omissions as uell a:s its inclusions,
and inadeqaate in afiat ux reliel is oficred, are such as to sharply
bi7 business and the uealthy at the ultiraise the retained profits
,nate ercqerrse of thc real "t
incwes and social uelfare requiretnents of
the worfrlng majorhy of the population. The sharp rise in the arms
budget, besides fitting into this ?atttn of aduanuge for the uery rich,
accelerates the trend toa)ffids a gwrison state and complicates the
problem of secwring disarmatncnt and auerting a thermonuclear atm.
Simubaneously, it is uholly incapable of accomplishing its ostensible
?arPose. Instead, it will aggraaate the contradictions uthich undeilie
our ecoflon ic stagnation and thc rising long"term ffend of urretlrploymcnt.

The course of the U.S. economy
during 196z disappointed the coun-

the recovery achieved, the Administration believed that its active economic intervention, featuring acceleration o[ the arms race, would con,
tinue to have favorable results in
ry62,. ThePresident wrote in ]anuary,

try's rulers. Hopes of a rapid econom-

ic advance were dashed, as the grip
of stagnation tightened. By yearend
the Government and Wall Street
were turning to risky expedients in

;96z: ""The Nation

will make
in ry62.

further economic progress

the attempt to break out o,f it.
Recovery from the recession which
had begun in the second half of 196o
was the main economic feature of
196rr,Mr. Kennedy's first year in the
White House. But by the end of that
year there was still much idle capacity and manpower. Taking credit for

Broad advances are in prospect. . . .
The gains already achieved have set
the stage for further new records in
output, employment, personal income, and profits." His economic advisors predicted a rise of 8/o in the
gross value of output during the
27
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course

in

of the

year, a substantial fall
unemployment, near capacity

operation of industry by the end of
1962, and a de{inite rise in mass liv-

ing standards.
Instead, the recovery slowed and
by mid-year ground to a halt. The
actual rise in gross production of
goods and services was only half uhat
predicted, and half of that was a dollar rise, due to rising prices. The real
increase during 1952, adjusting for
changed prices, was only z-21/2/p, or
less than one per cent per capitapopulation rising by over r/2/s. All
oj th_is tiny increase took place during
the first half of the year.
The industrial production index
increased 7.2/s between December
1916r and July r$2, and thereafter
stood still. Between the first quarter
of. ry6o, the peak of the previous
cycle, and the fourth quarter of. t962,,
the index increased at an average annual rate of. 2.6/6, as compared with
the 4.5/o growth rate set as a goal

by Mr. Kennedy. For the entire period ry53-62, or rhe shorter period
ry56-62; which the President regards
as the period of stagnation, the average annual growth rate has been
z.9/6. Tltus, so far, despite trzIr. Kennedy's,efforts, stagnation has settled
even more heavily cnto the U.S. econ-

omy. Moreoyer, rhe official index of
inclustrial production, because of an

upward bias of perhaps
year, does not reveal the

/2-t/6 per
full extent

of that stagnation.
What about idle capacity and Ia-
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bor? In the fourth quarter of. 196r,
according to official estimates, there
was excess capacity for production of

$28 billion in commodities yearly.
Instead of a sharp drop in unemployment, the seasonally adiusted rate in
November 196z was still 5.8/6, the
same as in January, and only o.3/e
below the November 196r rate.

Instead

of the

predicted rise of

$6 billion, or almost zo/6,

in business

expenditures for plant and equip
ment, the rise was only $zYz billion,
and came to an end during the sec-

ond half of the year. The :,96z total
barely reached the previous r%7
peak, and remained 5/6 below, when
adjusted for higher prices. Key industries also fell below their owners'
expectations. Steel production, instead of the predicted rc/6 rise, remained equal to the 196r level. Only
automobile output matched the companies' optimistic forecasts, with

nearly

7 millicn passenger units.

This exceeded the 196o level, but was
below the rg55 record.
Excellent sales of passenger cars,
especially in the last quarter of. 1962,
were not matched in other consumers
goods lines. Commodity purchases
by the population, expressed in dollars of constant purchasing power,
showed a rise of 53/e between 196o
and ry6z.In relation to the population rise of 7.2/s over the same interval, this represents a per capita gain
of t/6 per year. Even this small gain

may be fictitious, owing to inadequate adjustment for price increases.

Consumer dispocable income increased somewhat more rapidly than sales
of commodities, but much of tle rise
was absorbed by higher costs of ser-

vice, notably medical service, public
transportation and other unavoidable
outlays.
The most "dynamic" portion of the
economy, as in 196r, was the munitions industry. Budget expenditures
by "defense, international, and space
agencies" increased from $5o.7 billiLn in fiscal year 196r to $5+.2 billion

in fiscal year

196z,

and indications

are that as large an increase is likely
in 6scal year 1963. Between September 196r and September 176z employment in primarily munitions industries (ordinance, communications

equipment, aircraft and shipbuild-

ing) increasedS/6, as compared with
z/6 in all other manufacturing combined.

HOW CAPITAL AND
LABOR FARED

With sharply rising profits from
munitions and foreign investments,

big busincss fared very well in 1962,
despite claims of a "profit squeeze."
Indeed, the giant corporations retained an inordinately largc share of
the modest rise in production. Corporation profits before taxes reached an
annual rate of $5o.o billion in the first
hatf of 1962, which was $5 billion
more than the rate in either of the
two'preceeding years. Figures for all
of ry62 will certainly establish an all-

time high, although short of the President's $56 billion target. However,
these figures are incomplete, exclud-

ing the rapidly rising

depreciation

chirges, a considerable portion of
whiCh represents a form of hidden
tax-free profits.

U.S. capitalists refer to "cash fow,"
which represents a realistic measure
of profits minus taxes plus depreciation charges. Between ry53 and ry62

the cash fow of corporations increas-

ed from $32 billion to $59 billion, or
by Sl%. Wages and salaries paid by
corporations increased only 43/e, ot
half as much. The increase in cash
flow amounted to an average of Z%
per year. During Mr. Kennedy's two
years the increase was $ro.r billion,
or almost to/6 per year. Even allowing for some decline in the purchasing power of the profit dollar, it is
clear that the profits of monopoly
big business, alone in the structure
of the U.S. economy, have escaped
and continue to escapd the general
economic stagnation. But the rapid
shift in the disuibution of income in
favor of the wealthy in turn aggre'
vates the internal market contradictions, and exerts a depressing effect
on the level of economic activity.
Aside from rising overseas and
munitions profits, employers are
benefiting from a rapid increase in
the rate of exploitation of labor.
Automation is proceeding apace and
labor productivity is rising more and

more rapidly. Between 196o and

output per 'workcr

in

196z

industry in-
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creased at an annual rate of. a.zV^
per all employees, and over

1ofi'pLi

productlon worker.
labor gets little, if anp share
of.But
these gains. Since rrorropoii., .orrtinue to raise prices each yiar, work-

ers'gains in living standa;ds depend
on wage increases. In the yeari im_

mediately following the Korlan War,
modest gains werE reali.zed. in this

yay. Howeyer, with unemployrnent
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in the weekly

dollars. But this small improvement
was achieved only with the helP of

and apparel-even before allowance

debt repayments by France and other

cline over the year

earnings of lumber industries, primary metalss tobacco manufacturers

for rising living

r%l-17 business cycle the average annual increase in basic hourly iurg.,
was 4.3/s..In the ry17:6 cycle Ihe
average gain was 3.4/s, and in the
current. rfu6z,cycle, only 2.5/6,
-Wl.n the rise in living.ost, (offiiial_

ly.about r.S% per year]actually somewhat more), and'the rise in iaxes is
considered, this means that real sains
have stopped. Indeed, the Labor"DeparffiEnt calculation of the real takehome pay of factory workers, expressed in rg57-5g dollars, for a worker
having three dependents, was $8r.zz

FOREIGN TRADE ANID

PAYME}ITS

Foreign trade results werc also
disappointing. The Administration
aimed for a sharp rise in exports,
while holding down imports, in or-

in November

t962,

or 7 .ents below

the corresponding figurl for Novembcr 1916r. Octobcr figures show a de-

not yielding any foreign exchange
payment. Meanwhile imports in-

creased by $r.Z billion, so ihe favorable merchandise balance actually
f9f] from $5.+ billion in 196r to $+.i
billion in ry6z

This was far from enough to cover

the foreign exchange cois of U.S.
overseas bases, the cost of commodities dumped abroad with government subsidies, and the supplv of
goods and money to dependint'governments and armies as "economic
aid." The Administration had aimed

to halve the balance of

of a billion of

advance

European governments, agd o,$e1

costs.

increasing, the corporations weie able
to slow down further wage increases.
During- 196r and especially
ry62, Mr. der to raise the favorable balance of
Kennedy has intensified the-applica- merchandise trade. However, strenugrgn of. government pressure ag"inrt ous efforts succeeded in raising the
labor, invoking couri injunctiolns to value of exports by only abriuT
$%
halt major strikes, and utilizins his billion, o, )yryo, ana ifris ,*orrni
connections with the labor burdracv more or less coincided
with the into obtain acceptance of no-wage-iri- crease in the amount of exports paid
crease contracts for supposed-,,pa- for by the U.S. Government, hince

triotic" reasons.
Here are the results: Over the

two-thirds

payments

deficit in ry62 and bring it-down to
zeroby the end of. ry6g.
Instead, the deficit was reducd
only from gz.5 billion to gz billion

typeJ of spicial assistance by allied
goi.tt m.t ts which provided "window-dressing" without helping the
real situation. Thus the "'basic de.
ficit " aside from temporary factors,

was worse in ry62 than in ry6r, al'
thoush perhaps somewhat easier than
in ,i59-6o. Tic drain of gold from

pettY capitalists, government

3r
em-

olor..t. milit"ty officers, etc., who
iueie lrr.d into'the market by "pto'

ple's capitalism" propaganda, and
bid prices up to very high levels.
gut bv earlY tg6z the ruling
oligarchy' realized ttrat the rapid-eco'
rrrti. growth Promised bY the Ken'

nedv Administration would not, in
fact, be realized. Taking this into

account, and regarding stock market
prices as too high, they proceeded to

iiouidate a portion of their invest'
mlnt portfolios. By spring a full scale
stock market crash develoPed' In
three months the value of, shares on
the New York Stock Exchange fell
bv a record amount of $8: billion'
and
ago,
a
ment problem than Year
to a low
has leis reseryes with which to meet The Dow Jones index fell
in'
small
the
of
ManY
of around 55o.
it.
vestors, *6o hrd bought stocks oncredit, were "sold out," losing all of
BUSINESS SENTIMENT AI.TD
their speculative capital. During the
MARKET
THE STOCK
,rrr,*., the multimillionaires started
The year 196z was marked bY to replenish their stock pordolios at
radical shifts in financial sentiment the lower prices.
The stoik market break reinforced
and wide stock market fluctuations.
slackening tendencies in ecothe
Kenprevious
year,
following
In the
a new recesnedv's ilection, there had been an ac- nomic activity. Fears of
half of
first
the
in
begin
sion, to
celerated speculative advance in stock
tg6z,
in
late
even
or
market"
prices, climaxing the "bull
ry6y
E?T'
this in
which had governed, with interruP- #iispterd. Striving to avert
elecNovember
tions, since 1954. The "Dow )ones the period before th-e
accelerated
Administration
industrial aveiages" went uP from tions, thc
contracts,
t76 in ryg to 7zB in Decernber 1916r. the placing of Government
the
pushid
Congress
through
and^
w-as
This increase' percentagewise,
debusiness
big
to
cincessions
tax
by
be
could
twice as much aJ
lustifled
investcapital
the rise in "cash fow" profits which siened to stimulate
had
we have described. It was fueled bY m"ent. However, these mqPures
cfiect.
little
several million professional people,

in

1962, nearlY a
the United
billion dollars, exceeded the loss during 196r. Tlte countrY is no nearer
soi,rti6o of its serious balance of pay-

States

ll

l
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The Cuban crisis had more impacr.

It unloosed a burst of activity, ,s iom-

panies accumulated inventories and
placed orders for machinery in anticipation of a possible war emergency.
For the same reason, people haltened
buy__r!g new model cirs, just out.
The \Mall Streer crowd was enthusiastic about the self-proclaimed victory of U.S. im-perialiim in obtaining
the removal of Soviet missiles frori
Cuba, choosing to overlook for the
moment the more strategic fact that
its planned invasion of Cuba had
been thwarted. Account was also
taken of the inflationary implications
of the anticipated speedup in armament orders following the crisis, as
wgll 11 the big deficii policy which
crystallized at the same time.-A fresh
"bull market" ensued in the stock
market, and within six weeks more
than half of the spring losses had
19.

watched closely the "leading indicators." Research had revealed that certain measures of economic activity
(e.g., new machinery orders, indui-

trial __rnaterials prices, and others)
usually move upwards or downwards
ahead of the general course of economic activity, and so have a certain
predictive value. Since spring, these
"leading indicators" have not been
reassuring. For five months, rises and
declines have been roughly balanced,
and in most separate months, there
has been a majority of declines. Some
observers interprct this as fore-

shadowing an economic recession in
1963, despite the impro,vement in
sentiment late in 1916z.
November government survey
-The
of capital spending intenrions of cor-

porations turned up unexpectedly
gloomy results. The companies reported that for the first quarter of
been recovered.
1963 IIgy planned capital outlays
. By mid-December, this ralln and ry/6 below the rate in each of the
the post-Cuban exuberance generally, two previous quarters, with allowpetered out, as the still unsolved eco- ance for seasonal changes. A dccline
nomic and political problems faced in fixed capital cxpenditurcs normalby thc U.S. again came to the fore, ly coincides with a cyclical declinc in
in some ways more aggravated thin production. But of course, this small
ever. On the whole, it appears that predicted drop for one quarter is not
the crisis in the Caribbean will rcsult yet conclusive.
in shorterJived effects on the U.S.
The annual economic forecast of
ccolomJ than the Suez crisis of. ry56, the Prudential fnsurancc Company
and will have virtually no efleci on has considerable prestige in busincsi
the economies of other capitalist circles. It anticipatcs that the gross
countries.
nationd producfwill "be rising irodesdy in the first quartcr and rimainPROSPECTS FIIR 1963
ing-near a plateau thireafter" in rg6:.
For some years, economists have It foreests a gross national produit
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ot $5ft billion, up $r3 billion from most of the year . . . sentiment is bct1916z, but only a little higher than
ter than it was last summer, although
the rate reached in the fourth quarter fingers have not yet been completely
of ry62. The "result: inadequate uncossed against the possibility of a
growth to absorb the rising labor downturn in early 1963."
force and growing productivC capacReports of sentiments of bankers
ity." Despite recent tax concessibns, and capitalists center around this
it anticipates no rise in fixed capital perspective of intensified stagnation,
investments. Housing construction
with a possibility of a mild reccssion.
will decline, and personal consump- Some are rnore optimistic, and some
tion expenditures, adjusted for price more pessimistic, but the Prudential
changes, will rise scarcely at a[ bver forecast is close to an average view.
the fourth quarter 1916z level.
Like many other business interests,
The only component of the gross Prudential considers it possible that
national product to rise significantly, the big tax cut promised by the Adin this forecast, is government expen- ministration for ry62 may improve
ditures. Headed by federal military the business
-outlook, as Washington
outlays, but also including state and claims it will, but refrains from-anv
local expenditures, this will account estimate of how much good it will
for two-thirds of Prudential's expect- do,-if any, owing to uncertainty as
ed rise in the annual gross national to_ the amount, character, and timing
product, and all of the real rise, not of a tax cut.
merely reflecting price increases.
Thus the parasitic-militarized em- CONCLUSION
phasis of the economy will be intensified.
The Administration.'the
suooorted bv
^
Summarizing, the Prudential ex- decisive sections of
financiai
pects a rise of z/2/6 in gross national
oligarchy, is intensifying its eflorts
product: "Since prices are likely to to break out of the economic stagnarise by r/6, the real gain in ouiput tion, and avert a recession. The ienwill be r/2/6, barely enough to kiep tral theme of its efforts is the newly
pace with population growth." The adopted policy of enlarged budget dicompany anticipates that this sragna- ficit, achieved through massiie tax
tion may persist for several ylars cuts to the rich combined with fastlonger.
rising military expenditures. This
The Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. amounts to an extension and cornbicomments that "Business is finishing nation of old measures which have
provided successively less stimula!962 in a phase of hesitant expansior5
holding to the mood of noniommit- tion to the economy with each use.
ment it has displayed throughout It remains to bc scen how effectivc

,,,!
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this rather stale ammunition will

in tfi3, even with

be

the enlarged scale

of application that is projectcd.
Of course, this big-deficit PolicY
involves serious risks of infation and
endangers the value of the dollar. Its
proposid adoption signifies an element of desperation in Wall Street's
evaluation of the course of worldwide economic competition. Such
desperation tends to carry over .to
the- military-political field, with the
possibility of drastic consequences

ihrt ,n orrld upset dl normal

calcula-

tions.

For the year 1963 as a whole, the
United States faces the prospect of
continued relative economic stagna'

tion, with the possibility of a signi'
ficant downturn in activity sometime
during the year, and with little likelihood of ariy major rise. Again the
caution-dramatic events in the
world political-military arena could
radically change that perspective.,
For the Amiircan working PeoPle,
barring such emergencies, the prospect is for a gradual rise in unemployment, and a tendencY towards
itagnation or decline in living standards. For the U.S. economy in inter'
national competition, the prospect is
for further lois of ground to capitalist
rivds, and even faster loss of ground
thanin 196zto the socialist countries.
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BY HERBERT APT}IETffi

TO DR. DU BOIS

-

WITH LOVE

The z3rd day of February, 1963 is a memorable one, for it marks the
ninety-fifth year that william Edward Burghardt Du Bois has graced this
earth. Deep in the Berkshires, in New England's heart, just three years afrer
Lincoln was murdered, was born this brown child, son of poor working
people, and great-grandson of a veteran of the Revolutionary War.
Among his papers, is a postcard a neighbor wrore him in r87&-,,Dear
willy: If you cur wood for me again this Saturday, I'll give you a quarrer."
And there is a letter to his mother, when he was all of thirteen years of
age, from far-ofr Hartford; he'd visited rhe capitol and put his ndme in the
guest ook: "Mother, the book has the names of many famous people, but
I did not care and was not afraid and wrote my own name there, too.,'
When he is all of twenty-five ye:*s, on his birthday-really far frorn
homg in Berlin, studying ar a grear university-in the diary that hc
kept for his own eyes and in which he made his deepest promises, hc
dedicated himself to the search for Truth. He swore to himself that he
would carve out a nam€ in literature and in science, and that--<ome what
may-he would fight for his people. He would he wrore in this secrer and
sacred place, be "a man worthy of my race and my fathers."
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Du Bois never grew old. Whcn hc was past sixty and had been invited
back to head the Sociology Department at Atlanta University, he always
ran up the stone steps that brought one to the campus grounds; he ran
up because, reaching the top, one was rewarded with a view of lovely
fowers and he could not wait to bathe his eyes in the vision. when he was
eighty and away on a lecture rour, he wrote his wife that to his keen regret
an engagemenr made it impossible for him to visit the circus that had
corne to town. When he was near dnety I myself saw him sitting on a
piano bench with a seven-year-old girl-whose feet did nor reach the foorsinging lustily, and well, about Old MacDonald and his farm.
I remember when we were at [:he airport, a couple of years ago, seeing
the Doctor and his wife ofi to Ghana, where he was ro take charge of a
projected Encyclopedia Africanq that swcet John McManus, of the
National Guardiatt-lohn, the reporter always and to the end-asked the
Doctor how many volumes he proiected and how long the task would
be. "Ten volumes, I think," said the Doctor and then he added, with the
barest suggestion of a smile, "and about ten years per volume."

In

Georgia, seventy years ago, Du Bois gave voice to the Negro's resistance against the conquest of the South by monopoly capitalism. He led
thc struggle against Big Business' "philanthropic" efiort to mis-educate
the Negro people and corrupt their leaders. He recognized the irresistible
logic of Socialism sixty years ago. He organized the Niagara Movement,
in r9o1 and, speaking out for his pcople, said:

We will not be satisfied to take one iot or tittle less than our full
manhood rights. We claim for oursclves every single right that belongs
to a free-born American, political, civil and social; and until we get
thesc rights we will r€vcr c€irsc, to protest and assail the ears of Ameriia.

It was this Nagara Movement, and Du Bois personally, that were so
vital to the launching, in rgog of thc National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
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Du Bois is the man who saw, fifry years ago, with the clarity of genius,
an essential element in the unfolding of the twenticth cenrury in the United
States: "The cause of labor is the cause of blad< men, and the black mans
cause is labor's own." It was hg t@, who; more than a generation agq
saw the anti-imperialist liberating potential in a world-unity of Negro
peoples5 and therefore founded the Pan-African Movement.

of his life, as writer, thinker, educator, and organizer, has
narions and among nations-for
dignified, secure, fraternal, Iiving-together by a crearive humaniry. ,'I believe
that War is Murderr" he wrote in his "Credo" of r9ro4--+ne of the most infuential essays in the history of American letters. "I believe that the
wickeU bonquest of weaker and darker nations b,y nations white and
stronger but foreshadows the death of that strength."
Increasingly, Du Bois has seen that thc good things of lif+-based,
as they must be, on Peace so thar the good things may be created, shared
and enjoyed-can be obtained only by struggle, by organized struggle.
Increasingly, he has seen that the leadership and the main role in this
struggle falls and must fall-if it is to Ue a prinapled one, an efiective one
the working class and its allies. As he put ir: "Naturally, out of the
-to
mass of the working classes, who know life and its bitter struggles, will
continually rise the real, unselfish, and clear-sighted leadership."
Du Bois insists that imperialism is evil, rhat racism is vile, that poverty
is conquerable, that world war is oot inevitable. Leading the Peace Information Center, that did monumental work in the late r94o's and early
r95o's, Dr. Du Bois and four associates, were indicted and tried a dozen
years ago, as "unregistered foreign agents" under the provisions of the
McCormick Act. That Act-unlike the McCarran Act-requires sub,
stantive proof of the actual "guilC' of the defendant personally; the Government offered Dr. Du Bois a "deal,' telling him that if he pleaded nodefense, it would let him ofi without a jail sentence. Steeped in white
chauvinism and refecting the ethics of imperialism, tfie government olficials did not know with whom they were dealing. Du Bois told his
attorney-the late Vito Marcantonio-"that before I would enter such a
plea I would rot ir iail.D
The

essence

been the call

for Peac*peace wittrin
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course the ddendants were not guilty-to think of Dr. Du Bois
as a "foreign agenr" is like thinking of rhomas
]efferson and Frederick
Douglass as "foreign agents" (of which, by the way, both were accused

in their days!). And

since, as I have stated under the Mccormick Arct
one does not have a legislative Bill of Attainder, such as the Mccarran
Act, a defendant had a chance, given due process of law; Dr. Du Bois and
his fellowdefendants were acquitted.*
During the period o{ the indicrrnent and the trial, Dr. Du Bois stuck
to his guns, of course, and as had been true all his life said exactly what he
believed and what he wanted ro say, and said it with perfect clarity: "with
jail in sight " he writes in his /z Bottlc for Peace (Mainstream publishers,
N. Y, tggz), "I hammered at the proposition that the Soviet Union did not
want war, while our masters did; that we in demanding peace were opposing Big Business which wanted war, and that we did this as free
Americans and not as tools of any foreign or domestic power.,,
It was in the midst of this struggle that Langston Hughes-one of the
hundreds of distinguished Negroes whq as yourhs, had turned to Dr. Du
Bois for inspiration and hel5to his everlasting credir wrote a magnificent
column in The Chicago Defendcr (Oaober 6, r95r):

. . . Du Bois is g16sg rhan a man. He is all that he has stood for
. :.: Th. things that he has stood for are what millions of people of good

will the world around desire, toc-a world of decency, of no nation over
another nation, of no_ color line, no more colonies, no more poverty, of
education for- all, of freedom and love and friendship and p.^"..
"*orrg
men..For as.long_as I can remember, Dr. Du Bois his beerwriting
anI
speaking and working for these things. He began way before I waiborn
to put reason above passion, tolerance above prejudice, well-being above
poverty, wisdom above ignorance, cooperation ibove strife, equaliiy above
]im Crow, and peace above the bornb.

***
What made Du Bois? Monumental persistence was tlerel and a fantastic capacity for work. As one studies his life, he is reminded of the
r is worth noting,- t}rat the Justice Deprtmcnt in rguiag for the Mcf-armn Act, declared that
. could
{t not get convictions
It
with the McCormick Act since pioof of individual guilt could not bc

cstablished.
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letter Thomas |efferson-whose range similarly was almost incrediblewrote his daughter: "No person will have occasion to complain of the
want of timg who never loses any." And: "It is wonderful how nauch
may be doae if wc af,e always doing." Du pois lived as though he had
made ]efferson's advice his own motto. Repgatedly he said to others*and
told himsel{-that there was but one reason for living-to live creatively
anl productively; and that there was but orre answer to attack and criticism
and that was efiective work
There also was present what ]ohn Hope, President of Atlanta University,
wrote him in rgr5-after the University had been compelled to let Dr.
Du Bois go, since "philanthropists" insisted that either he moderate his
militancy or they would cancel their "benefactions"-"You are able because you are honest. . .. Intellecnrd honcsty and mord courage are your
adornments." About Du Bois' honesty there has hovered other qualities
that have been parts of the whole: there has never been vindictiveness in
the man, and he has waged some monumental struggles; he has nevcr
retained any kind of "grudge" and has becn quick to admit error. If he
failed at times in dealing with others-and he was not the easiest-going
person in the world-it is because he set fearfully high standards for himself
and tended to apply the sarne standards for others.
Of course, when seeking the secret of Du Bois, one is in the presence
of genius, and here biology itself so far has failed us. Certainly, an aspect
of his genius was the persistencE the capacity for work, the integrity, the
fundamental love for peoPle; but then there was that mysterious something called "talent" and brilliance. fle got to the heart; he anticipated;
he felt what was coming and what was true; he thought big; he came
to no hasty iudgments; he took himself seriously-some, who did not fully
understand his own stern standards, thought too seriously.
Du Bois' writing is characteristically clear and lyrical; it exudes honesty
and passion, but it concentrates ahove all on precision, Zona Gale once
described Du Bois as "a great teacher of Dernocracy in America-of a
democracy which we have not yet prauiced nor even visioned." Some 35
years ago, Eugene O'Neill wrote: "Ranking as he does among the foremost writers of true importance in this countryr one selfishly wishes some-
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timee (as a writer onscl$ that hc could dcvote all his tirne to the accomplishmcot of that fiae and moviog proee which distinguishes his books. But
at the same tine one realizes, eclf-rcproadrfully, that with Dr. Du Bois
it is a cause-an ideal-that overcomcs the personal egoism of the artist."

"The cause"-this is the heart of Du Bois. And it was his devotion
to it, his identity with iq that is the ultimate source of his greatness. For
over a half century this onc men spitornized the cause; and it was the
most dramatic cause in his country aqd his era. He experienced the crucifixion himself; and hc never sougfit to use his grcat gifts to remove the
thorns frorn his own head. tvlany times was wealth ofiered him; many
times were positions of great dictinction dangled before his eyes-sometimes, his pre+minance being so,iiidubitable, they actually came ro himbnt neither the offers nor the m&€ote{y rcality ever came near corrupting
him.
The iron had entered his soul; hc had seen the lynch-victim's fingers
displayed in a Georgia but&utthop; he had seen the wreckage of his
own home after thc *race riot" of. 196; he had sent his first-born, who
died in infancy, twelve hundred miles from home to be buried where
|im Crow did not Iiva
And among his scores of thonsands of lctters-everyone carefully preserved-are thousands frouri thc worker and the peon, the aspiring adolescent, whose heart was bleeding, the sharecropper whose indignities overflowed in painfully written notec, the wornan who scrubbed and dreamed.
lhe most scornd and the most dopis€d-the prisoner, the begger, the prostitute-poured their hearts out to him. You are our voice, they wrote;
speak for us. Every letter was read and every letter was answered*the
copies are also preseved; and the aflrwers were full and serious'and helpful
and dignified. Du Bois'letters to thes+to the "unknowns," to what the
monstrous elite call the 'rnudsill of society"-show more pains than his
Ietters to Presidents and savants.
The Negro intelligentsiq professionals and arrists loved Du Bois as
he loved and understood them; and he fought for them. There is no outstanding Negro creative figurc of the tnentieth century*from Ralph
Bunche to Franklin Frazier, frorn Wblter White to Jessie Fauser, from
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Richmond Barthi to PauI Robeson-who did not, at some point, draw inic
spiration and gather aid directly from their Dean.
From all of these, at the samc time, Du Bois gained his strength; the
inspiration was mutuall they held him up and he led the way.
Du Bois writes with easg but his rnanuscripts show that he does so
with great carc. Each sentence was scrutinized and many are the pencilled
alterations on manuscript and on galley sheet. He knows exactly what
he wants to say, is an artist at saying it, and so takes infinite pains with
the instrurnents of his craft-with his words.
There is one word that sums up Du Bois-multifarious as have been
his interests and enormous as has been his output; that word is Poet. His
range and passion, his vision and endurance, his kindness and iron, his
knowledge and charity, his faith in reason, his devotion to truth, his urge
to communicate, his optimism, these make his books poems, and have made

his life one Poem.

***
Du Bois' passion

has been Justice. Through science, reason, struggle,
come )ustice and in that will bc Peace. It is this
would
organization,
passion that brought Du Bois to Socialism sixty years ago. Never has he
lost this light. His learning is as extensive as any man's; his friendships
extended from Einstein to Gandhi; tro part of this globe has he not
studied with his own eyes; no significant political, or social or intellectual
current has moved in the United States in the past sixty years without
his participation-and all thie unparalleled experience has held him firm
to the need for Socialism and has led him, in his latest period, to the
momentous decision of becoming a member of the Communist Farty.
Du Bois, in life, exemplifies the organic relationship between the
struggles for equality, for democracy, for Peace, and for Socialism, and
he knows that the last encompasses and embraces the first three.
V/hat Du Bois has sought is an end of man's conflict with mran. In
this sense, he has sought Peace and he has seen and taught that Lleace

and ]ustice are One; and their name is Socialisrn
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We noted that Du Bois' "Gedo" of rgo4 denounced War as Murder.
In the final chapter of the last volume of his great trilogy, The Blacft
Flame (r96r)--a chapter entitled "Death" and telling of the passing of
Manuel Mansart (tfuough whom,
Mansart who says:

of coursg Dr. Du Bois speaks)-it

California Ends the l'lixon Era
By Dorothy R. Healey

is

One thing I know. Today, more than ever, war is u.tterly evil and
completely indefensible in terms of human morals or decency or civilization. Nothing on earth is so corrlpletely useless, so inexcusably vile. War
no longer brings victory to either side. It is planned and ddiberate murder
of human beings, the complete destruction of the earth's treasures. . . .
Down with warl Never again warl War is the bottomless depth to
which human beings have fallcn in this 2oth century of the miscalled
Prince of Peacel

It is a hallmark of the decay of the American

social order and the
depravity of its ruling class that Dr. Du Bois is labelled, under the McCarran

Act, a fearful criminal, an assassin, a traitor, a bought foe of democracy!
The President of the United States and his brother-the Attorney Generaldare to sit in judgment of his life and declare it not only unworthy b,ut
criminal. One man's crimind is another's saint. Langston Hughes, in the
essay already mentioned, having in mind the Government's effoft a doz.en
years ago to send Du Bois to jail, wrote: "Somebody in Greece long ago
gave Socrates the hemlock to ddnk. Somibody at Golgotha erected a
cross and somebody drove nails into the hands of Christ. Somebody spat
upon His garments. No one rememlbers their names."
In E. P. Thompson's monumental life of another revolutionary, William
Morris, the author writes of Morris as "beckoning us forward to the
measureless bouoty of life" And he concludes with this fine.line: "FIe
is one of those men whom history will never overtake."
There are very few such; one most certainln is William Edward
Burghardt Du Bois.

The results of the California elec- cess new independent political cention are by now a matter of history. ters were created.
Unmistakab y, the majority of
Nixon's defeat and Brown's victory
Californians had blunted the thrust
were headlined in papers throughout
'of the ultra-Right by defeating most
the world. With the exception c'f the
of its candidates and retiring Nixon
office of U.S. Senator, the Democrats
won every major office, took z5 of to private life, and became the first
the 38 Congressional seats, and main- electorate to reject an extension of.
tained a heavy majority in the State McCarranism by defeating Proposi
tion 2{; the proposed anti-CommuAssembly and Senate. The only stateTom
nist
amendment to the California
GOP
victories-Senator
wide
Kuchel and Secretary of State Frank State C,onstitution and doing that by
M. Jordan-were the ofEces on which a margin of two to one.
labor was not solidly united. In addition, Kuchel was the only important THE REAL RICHARD NIXON
GOP nominee who refused to capiWhen Richard Nixon appeared at
tulate to the ultra-Right pressures
within his own party. He proved to the press conference in the wake of
be a mo,re perceptive politician than his defeat, his alternating bullying
Nixon, more sensitive to the people's and whining shocked even many
longtime supporters. Newspapers
moods.
An arithmetical summary does not could bemoan their "misplaced trustr"
provide the essence of the campaign. but the identity of the Real Richard
Thus, the defeat of Congressmen Nixon had been no secret to the milHiestand and Rousselot, avowed lions who recognized him as a main
Birch Society members, cannot be protagonist for reaction.
The AFLCIO had said: ". . . Richmeasured simply b,y subtracting from
the Republican side and adding two ard Nixon's nomination pretty well
to the Democratsl again, the election epitomizes the working man's stake
of a Negro and a Mexican-American in this general election. . .. An unholy
to Congress is not simply two more alliance of bankers, big oil men, priDemocratc votes; and three out of vate utilities and real estate lobbyists
four congressmen supported by peace, back Nixon."
There were no easy guarantees that
civil rights and civil liberties organizations were elected, and in the pro- Nixon would be defeated. Shortly be43
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fore November 6, the polls showed

him leading Governor Pat Brown
Moreover, Nixon had taken the state

from Kennedy. Further, the

com-

bined vote of Nixon and Joe Shell in
the primary, including their write-in
votes on the Democratic ballot, had
totalled.more than Governor Brown,s
vote.

Nixon made Communism his main
campaign issue. He claimed that the
issue of anti-Communisrn "lit up the
crowdsr" and boasted of his sponeorship _of the McCarran Act. He proposed to go further than that Act

by urging that anyone who took the
Fifth Amendment before any investigating bgdy (including grand furies)

be ff,rbidden to speak on any campus

in the state.
The campailJn cry "soft on Communism" did as much for Nixon in
196z as

"Rum, Romanism and Rebel-

lion" did for Blaine in

r884l

WHAT HAPPENIED TO THE
APATHYI

The high rurn-out of voters disproved the charge that they were not
interested because "they had nothing
to choose between parties and candidates." It is true that there was less
precinct work and a greater reliance

on mailing and phone campaigns
than usual. And this, coupled with
greater use of TV and radio, gave
appearance of aparhy. fhe
!b.
ILWU ,aRd the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers, who did more ro

mo;bilize their members than most
unions, worked mainly out of their
own officers or the candidates'. While

COPE had more area headquarters
than in any previous election, there
was not as much visible manpower
until the final weekend. But the unity
of labor was important in infueniing the -total outcome; labor unity
meant that ,workers were not confused or divided by conficting endorsements
ment.

within the labor

ior.-

There is no way to measure what
impact the "Cuba week" had in in-

fluencing the high percentage of vo.
ters in an off-election year. But there
is a general consensui on its impact

as fal as candidates were conceri:ed.
The great majority of voters sup-

ported the President's action during
that first week. But when the Sovie-t

Union acted with sobriety and

res-

ponsibility,

a- huge sigh of ielief swept
the state. Observers esrimate that lf
the high state of tension present in
the first week had continued the
Democrats would have sufiered from
the charge of being the "war party.,,
ln sprte of the strong support for the
blockade speech,'the^'underlying
dread of nuclear warfare was alread!
starting to come to the surface, and
part o( the support for Kennedy's
action came because people believld
he would be willing to enrer into ne-

gotiations.

Evidence of this is forthcoming
from the failure of Nixon and thi
ultras to get any "credit" from the
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(chapvoters for their boast that they had were "soft on Communism"
long advocated forceful action against ter title: "Brown Is A Red ApCuba. Nixon had a special state-wide peaser"); and (3) the Kennedy adtelevision broadcast devoted solely to ministration was suspect (proof : the
asserting this claim. And, on Novem- 1954 pladorm of the Communist
ber 5, nine GOP candidates signed a Party had planks comparable to that
large advertisement which said, of the Democratic platform of 196o,
"The man listed below has been de- and the Communists had used the
manding a Cuban blockade for phrase "new frontiers" six years bemonths . Your candidate listed forc Kennedy).
The American Legion, at its state
below will strive to keep the blockin Fresno, passed a resG'
convention
submarine
ade until all the atomic
lution which urged that the Attorbases are removed . . . until the Russian troops and Castro's Communist ney-General "classify certain Cali'
government are out of Cuba. He fornia organizations, councils or
Ian't do this unless you vote for him. clubs as subversive." They listed a
Vote for the one listed below so we serics of resolutions which includcd
can keep the blockade until action in support of police review
Cuba is free."

The voters answered: Six
nine were defeatedl

of

the

in

McCARRAMSM COMES

TO CALIFORMA
The Democrats learned firsthand
that the weapons used against the
Communist Party under the McCar'
ran Act could be turned against them

labeling by an FBI
-first,
pigeon, then the technique of guilt

stool-

by

association. Extensive use was

of stoolpigeon Kad Prussion's
pamphlet, which charged (r) that
the California Democratic Council
made

was initiated and conuolled by Communists (proof : didn't the CDC pass

HUAC and for
scating China in the Unitcd Nations?); (z) Democratic nominces

resolutions against

boards and disarmament as the evidence of subversion. They concluded
by saying: "Anyone who is a memand actively
ber of, subscribes
said organizations
participates
iannot in good faith uphold and dcfend the mandates of the American

tq

Legion."

The ferocity of the red-baiting
campaign surprised even thos€ who
were familiar with the Nixon-Murray Chotiner technique. When the
courts stopped the distribution of

thc Karl Prussion pamphlet, it was
in full'agc ads. Tclevithc "indirect"
denouncing
shows
sion
Communists (civil libcrtarians, peace
workers, ctc.) werc put on with
monotonous rcgularity. Quotes from
PcWlCs World cditorial were rcpro
duccd by Nixon campaigncrs (and
increascd thc circulation of thc
reproduccd
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paperl) The attacks were a real trib- Section unconstitutional) through
3
ute to the fine reportage and cogent Governor Pat Brown, and over to
editorials of the P"opir't Worldi, ar- Longshoreman Archie Brown.

tested to by its increased influence
amo-ng politically-minded people.
Along with this attack came the
concentration of the ultras for Pro-

position 24, an initiative measure
which they had qualified for the !al-over

lot by

securing
6oo,ooo valid
signatures on petitions circulated by
volunteers. Most of it was a re-writl
of the McCarran Act; Section 3 went

beyond that Act by-providin"g that
any governmental body or appqinted
official could name "Commuiists or
Communist frontiers."

THE VOTERS TURN
THUMBS DOWN

In the past, except for right-to-

work legisfation, bad initiative"measures were rarely defeated and good
ones seldom won. The reason was
simple-with the mass media of communication firmly controlled by big
business the truth-about the reafcon]
tent of a proposition rarely reached
the voters. With this in mind, opponents of Proposition z4 concentriied
on gctting out marerial in the milIions of copies. The broadest coalition in California's history opposed
the measure, ranging from the Zos
Angeles Timcs on the Right, to the
Pcoplcf World on the Left; from
Nixon (whq along with the Tima,
said that he agreed with the obiectives of the proposition, but thought

Brown's and Nixon's opposition,
though important, was noi decisive;
both supported Proposition z3 (State

reapportionment) which was defeated.

Every sample ballot put out by
unions, the Democratic Party or independent organizations urged a
"NO" on 24, Students on most campuses singled out the measure for
co_ncentrated opposition and provided manpower for its defeat. Women's
organizations instituted chain telephone campaigns. Civil liberties organizations provided both the initiating push and the follow-through until the last day. Undoubtedly, the

massive turn-out on November 6
helped defeat it, and with that defeat, the voters indicated they were
fed up with the anti-communist hysteria.

Governor Brown refused to capi-to
tulate to the Republican efiorts
picture CDC as the "Left-wing counterpart" to the Birch Society. In spite
of Nixon's attacks, Brown refuied
to repudiate CDC, although hc did
disassociate himself from some of its
past resolutions. He led the great
majority of Democratic Party cindidates who refused to fill out a ques-

tionnaire circulated by the AntiCommunist Voters Leaguq a front
organization set up by the ultras for
the campaign.

Attorney General Stanley Mosk
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was the only imPortant Democrat Democratic district, and Yet O'Con'
to fall on hii face in response to the nell lost. 'l1e difference was that
red-baiting pressures. Hoping to get Maillard enioyed the reputation of
sufficient ionservative votes to lead being a moderate Republican, like

the state Democratic ticket

once

more, he filled out the questionnaire.

This action

aroused indignation
within the Democratic Clubs, and
elsewhere. The results demonstrated
that his gamble wa$ costly- to his
future ambition-he trailed bY a
considerable margin Cbntroller Alan
Cranston, who had been bitterlY attacked by reactionaries because of
his oast-presidencv of the World
Fedeialists and his founding of
CDC.

THE ULTRAS COME A

CROPPER

While Hiestand, Roussellot and
Richardson were the onlY avowed
members of the ]ohn Birch SocietY
running for office, there were other

representatives of thc ultra-Right
who had won the GOP nomination
in the primaries. Charles "Steve"

Kuchel.

The ultra-Right can claim

one

state-wide victory in the defeat of
Dr. Ralph Richardson by Max Raf-

ferty for State Superintendent of
Public Instruction.

With campaign oratory against
"progressive educationr" "life adiusgment" courses, and inattention to the
three R's, Rafferty took advantage
of a growing, but inadequately informed, parental disatisfaction with
the school system. Richardson, a

thoughdul educator, realistically
aware of the limitations on policymaking inherent in the post o{
Superintendent, was willy-nilly iden-

tified with the status quo.
However, whatever affinity Rafferty may have had for the ultras is
already being tempered by the lack
of an accompanying Right-wing
sweep.

The Birchers were not thoroughly
Foote in the zznd and Robert Geier,
in the new 34th, were typical of such routed, not only because such a C.oncandidates. Most of them were de- gressman as ]ames Utt, No. r whitefeated. Since the elections, ultra supremacist and labor-baiter, was reRight apologists have stated that re' elected, but, mainly, becausc the ul'
apportionment was responsible for tras have become an organized sector
t6iir defeat. While this helped con- of the Republican Party.
Little noted was their infiltration
ciderabln it is cvident from other
contests that reapportionment can't into the Prohibition Party. They
have full credit. In San Francisco, for were so successful in capturing it
instance, liberd John O'Connell was that they managed to alter that
running against GOP incumbcnt party's historic opposition to Demon
Wiliam t"tai["rd in a rcapportioned Rum. It is quite a change from de-
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manding full prohibition to meekly
suggesting that grocery stores be
denied
right to sell liquor--only
-the
full-fledged liquor stores should

have that privilege!

THE PRIMACY OF PR.IMARIES
There was an early recognition
that the first step toward victory was

through serious attention to the
primary elections. Hencq artention
and activity was directed toward the
selection of candidates within ,the

party primaries who would tackle
more advanced issues and around

whorn broad alliances could bc estab.
lished. It was in the primaries that
the first notable victories for minor-

ity

representation

it

were

achieved,

in the primaries rhat candidates committed to a pro-peace,
6o;1 fights and civil libeitier platform defeated their more conserva-

and

was

tive Democratic opponents.
But, defeats were also sufiered in
the primaries, which left scars in the
final elections. This was most noticeably true in the campaigns of Evcrett
Burkhalter and Ron Cameron, running against Birchers Hiestand and
Rousselot. In both districts, thc final
campaigns suflered from a lack of
unity which can be summarized in
two concepts: One-"Let the Bircher
win now. Hc'll be easier to defcat

with a bctter

candidate

in

1964."

(Pcoplc with a long memory might

rccall similar

expressions in
pre-Hitler Germany, "What if Hit-

ler does win now-he'll be thrown
out in six weeks.") Two-"What's
the difference, the Democrats arc
only the lesser of two evilsl" It
would seem that the urgency of defeating Nixon and the ultra-Right
would have been obvious to any
democratic-minded voter. But one of
the serious immobilizing factors was
the oft-repeated idea that a vote for
a "lesser evil" provides no advantage
to the voter.

The Nationol Guardian presented

this viewpoint in its pre-and

post-

election editorials and analyses. Its
views are singled out for com'ment
because its presentation summarizes
the viewpoint of others. The critique
of these views is presented within an

over-all appreciation of. the Guardian's staunchness and integrity in
the struggle for peaceful coexistence
and democratic rights.

After November 6, it said,
". . . .that the scales balanced out
and the situation remained static."
This analysis is a logical conrinuation of its pre.election editorial position. It claimed then that because of
the Cuban war crisis, the "elections
of rfiz are largely meaningless . . .
On other issues the elections . .
have but little more significance. In
the first place,liberal domestic stands
become empty gtstuics when coupled with cold war economics and
politics. .' . For most progressive
citizens, the t96z elections permit no
real choice'and no chance of domestic expression." I ihink this is an ex-

.
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ample of how the distorted use of
radical phraseology can lead to frustration and passivity.
Perhaps one of the reasons Californians were not as overwhelmed by
the action of candidates who supported Kennedy's blockade (including some who took advanced positions on questions of Berlin, nuclear
testing and disarmament) was that
they remembered a similar situation

in

r95o. Helen Gahagan Douglas,
running on a generally progressive

domestic platform, supported the
opening stages of the Korean War.
And progressives decided, therefore,
that there was no difierence between
her and Richard Nixon in their race
for the U.S. Senate. But they learned
from that dehacle. When a candidate
opposes HUAC, he is opposing a
powerful ?ro-ruar domestic weapon,
one that stifes dissent on foreign
policy. When a candidate supports
the shorter work week, he is objectively opposing a war economy. We
have long stated that a country bent
on war will retreat from social progress at home. The converse also has
validity.
Further, uithout a tnass peace
rnoaetnent, the only candidates who
maintain a full peace platform are
those running primarily to educate
the voters, not expecting to win.
Some of the most militant figures
for Negro freedom are not yet
among the conscious peace fighters.
Should their demands be shunted
aside? The Negro and Mexican-

American candidates in California
were among those who supported
the blockade. Should suppori have
been withdrawn from them? Progressive Californians, including those
who agree that peace is the most
decisive issue, refused to be boxed
in by a rigid formula.
LESSER EVIL OR GREATER

DANGERI

The old cliche, "the lesser evil"
got its real start in pre-Hider Germany. Germany had a rnass Communist and Socialist Party and alworking class that was conscious of itself
as a class. Unity then could have defeated Hitler. In shorg rhere was an
ohernatiue to Hitler and Von Hindenburg.
And the U.S.A., circa 1916zl Why,
if a labor party were to come into
immediate existencc, based upon the
trade unions today, its program
would undoubtedly echq at least in

foreign policy, that

of its

present

leadership. And people who today
satisfy themselves with the "simple"
formula of calling for a labor party
would then have the identical prob.
lem that they face with most Demo-

cratic Party candidates.
In California we had some "clas-

sic" examples of how this theory

operates. Everett Burkhalter is a runof-the-mill Democrat. At no time in

the past has he advocated any force-

ful or consistent liberal program. His
future congressional career will prob-
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ably be limited to a support of the
Kennedy administration-unless he
feels the hot breath of an organized
constituency on his neck. Yet, oP
posing Edgar Hiestand, he made the
issue of Birchism the main issue of
his campaign.
The pressures of the "lesser evil"

theory had considerable support in
this district, and helped to demobilize and disunite some circles. But in
their greater number Left-progres'
sives understood that the slogan,
"Defeat the ultra-Rightr" was not
coined as a Madison Avenue catchword. Its message is direct: He who
does not fight fascism in its carly
stages may not be able to defeat it
later. And so, in spite of thc ob
stacles, there was enough unity to de'
feat Hiestand, and the "lesser evil"
Burkhalter was elected.
Pat Brown's campaign for governor had comparable problems.
While Governor Brown has a morc
consistent liberal record than Burk'
halter, and a record of practical
achievernent, he, nevertheless, did
his own back-tracking on some is'
sues in the beginning of the campaign. And when he, too, suPPorted
ihe blockade against Cuba, the reaction in some circles was immediate:
He's only a "lesser evil"; there is no
difference, etc. But drose who recognized that Nixon's defeat would
represent a decisive rebuff to the
worst war-mongers and reactionary
forces refused to be overwhelmed.
They fought a two-front PolicY-to

mobilize pressures upon Brown to
prevent his retreats, while keeping
the sharpest attack aimed at Nixon.
Did Brown's victory represent a victory for a lesser evil over a greater
evil? Yes, indeed. And this victory,
coupled with the movements that
were developed to defeat Proposition
z4 andto elect candidates who would
improve the quality of the corgressional delegation, has strengthened
the possibility for more advanced
gains and candidates in 1964.
The California Democratic Council, with its independent position,
will undoubtedly play a role in ry64,
although efforts to disparage the
CDC are legion. Even the National
Guardian averred that the CDC's
successes were limited to "scattered
races," and said that fesse M. Unruh,
Speaker of the Assembly, had
"proved" the CDC "is not the key
to California politics." Like Unruh's
own public relations stafr, the Gwardian credited Unruh's $2.5 million
war chest with having gotten out the
voters (8t.2;%), tho.b winning
the electiont
FACT ANDFANCYFREE

The fact is that while Unruh's
much-heralded get-out-the-vote campaign had some results, it was concentrated primarily within the 3rst

and z5th

Congressional Districts,
where Unruh-committed Democrats

were running. Secondly, the huge
turn-out started early, long before

3:oo P.M. when the paid workers
arrived at the polls. Third, CDC and
la or volunteers were also concen-

trating on voter turn-out; their results are shown by the fact that in
Edward Royal's and George Brown's

districts the victory margin was
greater than in the 3rst and z5th.
Fourth, many CDC devotee$ accepted Unruh money for what they
always do voluntarily.
The CDC participated in the election victory; the defeat of Don Rose
for Secretary of State, and of Richard Richards for U.S. Senator was a
Loss, not only to the CDC, but to the
regular Democratic Party apparatus,
of which they are part.
The Guardian also credits lJnruh
with plotting "the defeat of Repre-

sentative Gordon McDonough by
liberal Edward Roybal, patron of

Los

Angeles' Mexican-American

population and a peace candidate."
Actually, Unruh opposed Roybal in
the primaries, and gave him scant
support in the finals. Confronted by
the narrowest Democratic margin of
any of the Los Angeles reappor-

tioned districts, Roybal won with
the support of more volunteer workers than any other candidate in the
state-volunteers from CDC, labor,
MAPA (Mexican-American Political
Association), SANE and Californians for Liberal Representation.

The progressives quite properly
refrained from picturing ]esse Unruh
as the main danger. The challenge
was to defeat Nxon and the ultra-

5r

Right. Necessary rebukes to Unruh
were administered within the Democratic Party. When he proposed a
motion to the State Democratic
Central Committee to remove all
Birchers and Communists from any
Democratic Party organization, he
was defeated on grounds that this
was simply a witchhunting device.
This defeat marked a real turning
point in the campaign. Ttrere was
no further capitulation by any major
candidate to Nixon and the ultras.
CDC does tace a problem, but it
is not a new one. Unless it suengthens its alliance with labor and the
rninorities, the professionals will increase their pressure to transform it
into their loyal and unquestioning
handmaiden. Unless it increases daytoday educational activities among
all voters, its convention resolutioni
have insufficient meaning.

But the most significant fact is
that one of the campaign's important
victories was that CDC never backed
away from the ferocious assault on

it. CDC fought for its right to

take

independent positions-and won.
DOES ONLY THE GOAL COUNTI

There were times during the

elec-

tion (including the reading of

the

Guardian's election-eve editorial)
that one felt that Eduard Bernsteinjs
slogan was being turned upside
down, and would result in the same
confusion. "The end is everything;
the movement to get there nothing."
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There is general agreement among
the Left that America needs an independent party, led by labor ioined
with its allies. But how to achieve
it I Ah, there's the rub-ancl the
cause for more disunity among the
Left than any other single issue.

In California, one school of thought
argued that the Communist Party
should content itself wirh joining
those who were telling the workingclass voter that there was no difierence between the l)emocratic Party
and the Republican Party, and, therc-

it mattered little if Nixon or
Brown won. The Party replied:
These are not monolithic parties;
there is, therefore, a difierence bctween the role of the parties on a
national scale and their role in the
fifty states. They are not homogcnfore,

ous parties; therefore, coalitions still
operate within them, which in othcr
countries are expressed by separate
political parties with fairly well dc-

fined class interests. And, because of
this, the two parties respond to their
vasdy differing social bases.
In politics one must proceed from
facts as ttrey are, and not as one
would like them to be, or as they will
be eventually. The alternative is the
use of a seemingly radical phraseol-

them and not to fence ourselves ofl
under a barrier of Left slogans."
To say "the movement is every-

thing, the end nothing" is wrongl;
and to say "the end is everything,
and the movement is nothing" is also
wrong. The goal is socialism and
that is far from nothing; it is decisive. The movement is one seeking
that end; this consciousness is basic
both to the nature of the movement
and the achievement of the end. At
the same time, the reality of the
movement and its being attuned to
the requirements of time and place
also are elementary necessities, Without this, there is no movement, and
therc will be no reaching of the
ttend."

To ignorc these facts is to play a
game with the goal of a new political realignment in the country.
Who is to compose it? The working
class? Minoritiesl But the elections
proved again that in their great
majority they still identify with and
work through the Democratic Party
to achieve their goals. The peace organizations ? But these are predominantly middle-class and could provide only the narrowest base. How-

ducks the basic responsibility"being able to convince the back-

ever, they faced up to the problem of
overcoming the chasm that exists between them and the masses of people
during the elections. SANE, at its
western regional conference, discussed its participation in the elecdons,
saying, ". . . to remain in the role
of only a protest movement against

ward; to know how to work among

disastrous governmental directions

ogy and program; but,

because

neither is attuned to reality the results can lead to passivity or frustration. This r-r-revolutionary approach

futility and discouragement. Therefore, the answer was
inevitable. To join with the healthiest
community currents and together
was inviting

search out those political incunabents
and candidates who would be responsive to a common sense approach
on how to preserve a wodd in peace.
Immediately we found a warm response by liberal democrats, disillusioned democrats, minority, religious
and civil liberties groups who were
concerned and grappling with the
same problem. . . . Many of us had
healthy fears that messing around
with politicians and candidates was
begging for trouble and betrayal.

Nevertheless we could not escape the
conclusion that remaining on the out-

side had no {uture."
Their conclusions:

". . . Peace

is-

by themselvps do not stand up
in an electoral campaign. They must
be foined to constructive domestic
sues

measures. Therefore, peace organizations must associate with our "natur-

al" allies, women's, church, labor and

minority groups. Any go-italone electoral policies represented
by promotion of independent 'peace'
candidates has proved not only a
dismal failure, but also serves to
isolate the peace movement."
We would argue with them about
the complete dismissal of independent peace candidates, while agreeing

with them that unless they have a
community base they are of limited
value. Their approach, however, not

only answers their own needs for
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effective political peace action that
broadens their community relations,
but is an additional example of how
moaenxents on issues, organized independently, can eflectively utilize
the existing two-party system.

ILLUSION CREATORSI
Other voices on the Left reproached

us, "Your policy creates illusions;
the only correct policy is one that
urges workers not to have anything
to do with a capitalist party." If the
logic of this argument was followed,
then the Left would have to abandon
support for trade unions, civil rights
or full civil liberties; rhe demand
and the support for these issues can
be said to create illusions that capitalism can be "reformed." (Actirally, only the SLP is, by these standards, fully "principled"; at the Dem-

ocratic Party Convention

in

1916o,

they distributed a leaflet calling upon

workers to leave the AFL-CIO-ba-

it

cause
serves
capitalists.)

the interests of the

No, it is capitalism that creates, the
illusions; and it is because of the
existence of illusions that Marxists
have struggled with the challenge
of building the united front. Wiihout such illusions, workers would
march as a conscious class under the
banner of Socialism.
There are no short-cuts to reaching

that even closer objective-a nei

party for independent political acrion.
One cannot issue ultimatums to the
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worker or the Negro or the Mexican-American that he should
promptly cease and desist from his
allegiance to the Democratic Party.
Nor will he learn this solely through
the education provided by independent candidates (as we learned from
the Progressive Party), important
though that channel can be for rn. ss
propaganda. Neither ultimatums nor
propaganda can substitute for the
lessons that must be learned directly
through political experience. Certainly, experience alone is not
enough; to think that it is, is to believe in spontaneity. There must be
correct theory, there must be the
Marxist component in its organized

form; but an absolute p,rerequisite
for greater political maturity is the

Dymally and incumbent

Bryan
Rumford in strengthening Negro
representation in the State Legislature.

But the greatest political expansion
took place in the Mexican-American
community during both the primary
and the final elections. More Mexican-American candidates filed for
more offices than during any previous election. In addition to Congressman Roybal's victory, for the first
time, two Mexican-Americans were
elected to the State Assembly.

Coalitions rarely develop in equal
proportions and seldom share equally

in

victories. Further, each mainly
only its own interests. The
unique responsibility of the Left,
whether working within labor, libsees

actual experience derived from eflort
and struggle.

eral or minority and independent

MINORITY REPRESENTATION

For years, the Democratic Party,
labor and liberals, have relied on the
minority vo er as an indispensab,le
guarantee for their success. But
when nominations or appointments
were to be made, neither the liberal
CDC, labor, nor the Democratic
politicos recognized the demands for
minority representation. "Strangelyr"

One of the most remarkable aspects

of the campaign was the upsurge in
the Negro and Mexican-American
communities. The electoral gains
that were achieved refected preprimary activity that was present in
both areas and demonstrated the effectiveness

of non-partisan organiza-

tions operating within and without
the Democratic Party. The election

to the State Assembly of Reverend
F. D. Ferrell over white, liberal,
long-time incumbent Vernon Kilpatrick was one indication of this.
Ferrell joins newly elected Mervyn

organizations, is to represent the general interests of the uhole alliance.

no minority

candidate was ever

"good" enough

to be supported,

though the same criteria were rarely
applied to other candidates.
This double standard brought
forth its own distortion-the countertheory developed that any minority
candidate was better than any non-

minority one. Ilnderstandable

as this

exnression for representation was, it,
toi, tended to 'frustrate minoritY
representation. Candidates who had
no .o**rrt ity supPort, or who did

not express its real needs, ran

success-

fully. During the campaign, passionat; partisans for a Particular
"minority representation" or "independent" candidate showed little
iegard for the overall alliances,
,"ithin and without the district. The
idea of "any minority candidate" did
considerable damage to the unity
within the Mexican-American com'
munity in the primaries, and re'
mained a serious problem in the 6nal
elections. Further, the alliance with
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tions is related to the strergdt of
their tres with their allies.

***

Candidates, bourgeois

or

inde-

pendent, cannot, of course, be relied
upon as the guarantors of Progress,

and the victory of a particular can'
didate is not the only yardstick of a
campaign. Did a campaign result in
tho suengthening of the component
parts of' the po.tential anti-monopoly
alliance? Did it providc a channel

bringing forward the issues
which a,fiect the security and wcllbeing of the people and the nationl
Did it advance, in either form or
content, the perspective for independent political actionl and greater
labor and the liberals was damaged, unity of all progressive forcesl If a
leaving scars that will be difrcult to campaign has few accomplishments
eradicate. Labor and "Anglo" lib- in this direction, then the "victory"
erals will have to recognize the new ian be shallow. And, while there is
stage of strength in the minoritY an awareness of the shortcomings
communities, which insists on self- and weaknesses that were present,
representation; at the same time, the California's 196z elections will be
minority communities will recognize recorded as increasing the strength
that the fulfillment of their aspira- of the growing alliance of the people.

for

$torms Ahead in Central Africa
By Jack Woddis

In the 6rst of

CBurr.er. Arnrce is heading for a
major crisis and it is unlikely that
British imperialism will be able to
avoid it. This is particularly true
of Southern Rhodesia, where the
struggle is, at present, the sharpest.
The crisis which has arisen in
Cenual Africa, a key region of Africa, is not just one confronting the
working class, still less the trade
unions. It is a national crisiq affecting all pmples and all clapscs.
Yet because of the key role of the
African working class the outcome
of the struggle is very much bound
up with the future of the working

these, Nyasaland
some 7,ooo Europeans
in a population of z,6oo,ooo), British
imperialism is being forced ro make
concessions. All pas attempt$ to
crush the national libcration move-

(with only

ment there by force have failed.
The declaration of emergency in
1959,

lifted, and Dr. Banda and other
national leaders released from jail.
Meanwhile, the banned A.N.C. was
replaced by the Malawi Congress
Party, which now claims over a million members, and in elections held
in the auturnn of. 196r, this party,
which is pledged to quit the Federation, secured 90 per cent of all
the votes cast on the lower roll (that
is, the category of lowest paid electors, mainly African), and took all
the zo lower roll seats. Altogether,

class itself.

The (London) Tirnes, in a rccent
editorial (September rg, ry6z), referred to the problem of "finding a
solution" for Rhodesia andNyasalind
as "rh€ hardest tasft remaining lor

the British Goaernment in the tailight ol coloniahistn!' Thc situation

in Southern Rhodesia, where the
government has recendy banned the
2oorooo strong national

party, the

the Malawi Congress Party gained
in an Assembly of 28.
Armed with this clear mandate
from the African people, Dr. Banda
has demanded an early decision on
Nyasaland's secession from the Federation and will be visiting London
shordy for negotiations with the

Zimbabwe African People's Union

22 seats

(Z.A.P.U.), is particularly acute.
But it cannot be looked at in isolation from the other two territories
which make up the Central African

Federation.

the mass shootings, the arrest

of Dr. Ffastings Banda and hundreds
more and the banning of the African
National Congress (A.N.C.) availed
nothing. The emergency had to bc

***
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British Government fot, that pur- only serve to encourage the African
pose. It is clear from all lthe state- pmple still further.
In suppressin g Z.A.P.U., the Southments of her national leadqrs, that
Nyasaland is determined to qqit the ern Rhodesian Prime Minister, Sir
Federation and embark on her own Edgar Whitehead, has accused the
African national organization of
independent life.
having built "a terrorist organization
***
typical of the worst days of fascism."
This is bound to have a most sig- Truth could scarcely be distorted
nificant efiect on the otler two un- mor'e, for it is precisely the Southern
willing partners in the Federation- Rhodesian Government which has
Northera and Southern Rhodesia. let loose a reign of terror now culThe Federation, economically speak- minating in the banning of Z.A.P.U.,
ing, has been based on the cheap the arrest of its leaders, and tho
migrant labor of Nyasaland, the rich calling up of army and air force rerevenues fro,m the Northern Rho- servists.
The situation has been worscning
desian Copper Belt, and the expanding manufacturing industry and in Southern Rhodesia ever since the
farming of Southern Rhodesia, which new "constitution" was introduced
has a population of zz5,ooo Euro- at the end of 1916r. Under this conpeans out of a total population of stitution, the 3,z75,ooo African people were ofiered a mere 15 seats
over 13 million.
The secession of Nyasaland would in a legislative 4ssembly of 65. Thus
therefore knock away one of the pins the Europeans, lpss th* 7 per cent
of the Federation's economy. But of the population, are to have 77
equally imp6rtant is the podical ef- tivities which it and its trade unions,
fect of such a move, for if Nyasa- per cent of the stats-and the Afriland breaks away frorn the Federa- can people, over go per cent of the
tion, the pressure from the African population, are orpected to put up
people in Northern Rhodesia (which with z3 per cent of the seats. On top
has a population of 2,2oorooo includ- of this insulting of[er', the terms of
ing 7o,ooo Europeans) would reach the franchise are such as to exclude,
boiling point. "If Nyasaland, then through income, property and educational Democratic Party (N.D.P.)why not us?" they would ask.
and peasants.
where
alRhodesia,
In Southern
The African peoplc, tlrough their
ready, in the words of Z.A.P.U.'s
President, ]oshua Nkomo, "the lid organization, at that time the Naon the pot has blown ofir" every tional Democratic Partq (N.D.P.);
advance of Nyasaland and Northern spurned this ofier. And when the
Rhodesia towards independence will Southern Rhodesian Government
STORMS AHEAD
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proceed€d to carry out a referendum

in

support of the new constitution,
the N.D.P. organized its own unofficial referendum amongst the African

people.

The official referendum, for which

only 6,ooo Africans qualified

to
vote, gave a mere 42rooo votes (rnain-

ly

European) in favor, and zo,ooo
against. The N.D.P. unofficia$iref-

erendum showed nearly

5oqrooo

votes against the constitution.

For the "crime" of exposing
pitifully small basis on which

the
the
white settlers' government rests, the
N.D.P. was banned-just as its forerunner, the African National Congress, had been. Not at all daunted,

the African people quickly rebuilt
their organization once again, and
within a week of the N.D.P. being
banned, Z.A,P.U. was set up.

*

*,/

x

I
Although only 4z,ooo people out of
more than 3/2 mfllion---or one and
one-fifth per cent--had voted for
the constitution, Sir Edgar Whitehead, the Southern Rhodesian Premier, who now accuses Z.A.P.U. of
fascism, ignored the obvious wishes
of the overwhelming majority, and
decided to push ahead with preparations for elections under the new
constitution. Launching a demagogically-named "Build the Nation"
campaign, he boldly announced his
aim of registering 6o,ooo Africans

IN CENTRAL AFRICA
Southern ized workers who have
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to take partin the phoney

the African workers

elections
scheduled .f,or October, l.962.

Z.A.P.U. decided to boycott the
electio2s and called upon the people
not to register. Thus the campaign
for 6orooo Africans registered to vote
before October, 19,62, became a test
strength. Despite heavy ob.
stacles, Z,L.P.U., by its campaign,
has shown up the settlers' goyernment and once again revealed the
slender basis on which it rests. For
this "crime" Z.A.P,U. is now banned
as the N.D.P. was previously

When this new militant T.U.C.
a general strike in Salisbury in May, for higher wages and
against the increased cost of living,
the Press pretended that the strike
call had met with little success. In
organiz*d,

of

-just
banned for a similar

in

Rhodesia.

fact, although the government called
out troops and police, made many
arrests and fired on the workers-

the strike gained wie support, so
much, in fact, that the employers
fired at least 5,5oo workers in order
to break the new T.U.C. More recendy, the Press has had to admit
that the May strike was successful,
and that since that struggle, the new
T.U.C. has secured the backing of
the majority of workers.
Thus the setders' goYernment
has become isolated and in the tradeunion field, even the handful of
I.C.F.T.U. agents have lost their
standing. It is significant that in his
speech justifylng the banning of

"crime."

it{tn

On the trade-union front, too, the
government has been thoroughly
exposed. Up until about a year ago,
the government was able to rely on
support from Reuben )amela and
the leaders of the I.C.F.T.U.-sup
ported Southern Rhodesia T.U.C.

The Southern Rhodesian workers,
however, despite I.C.F.T.U. propaganda that trade unions should not
concerrr themselves with politics5
have increasingly participated in the
big political batdes and have stepped
right into the fore of the national

Sir

Thus the settlers' attack is both
against Z.A.P.U., the national independencc organization, and against
the African Trade Union Congress,
the militant workers' organization.
Sigdficantly, amongst the first to be
arrested after the banning of
Z.A.P.U. was J. T. Malulekg Secremry-General of the African Tradc
Union Congress.
**i&
The Southern Rhodesian Government has not only outlawed Z.A.P.Vand attacked the trade unions. Even
prior to the recent move of repression, it had taken steps to cripple

themselves so repressive

the champion of the African people's
for national independence,
struggle
-won
the suPPort of the organhas

,

of

attack;d reputable trade-union leaders and their unions merely because

C,ongress

admits has majority support amongst

union leader" so beloved

Edgar.

I.A.P.tJ., Sir Edgar Whitehead
said: "Z.A,PN, has not even con'
tented itself with unlawful attacks
on its political opponents. It has also
they were not prePared to accePt
domination of a political party."
Translated into real terms, this
means that Z.A.P.U., because it is

which even the British Press now

deserted

Reuben |amela, the "reputable trade-

future political activity by the African people. Thus, on August ro, it
announced two new Bills (which
have since become law), amending
the already existing dictatorial Unlawful Organizations Act and the
Law and Order Maintenance Act.
(These were first brought in in

struggle. This political understanding resulted in the setting up at the
beginning of. rSz of a new trade
union center, the Southern Rhodesia

African Trade Union
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1959 and 196o respectively, and were

that

they

were widely denounced, even bY
Europeans in Southern Rhodesia.
In fia, the 196o Law and Order
Maintenance Act led to the resig'
nation, in protest, of Sir Robert
Tredgold, then the Chief Justice
for the Central African Federation).
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The new amendments, according
to Sir Robcrt, "will remove any ling-

ering vestige of doubt

whether

Southern Rhodesia can properly be
called a police State. The direct aad
indirect effect of these amcndrnents
would mean that the goveutment
of the day has complete control over
parties and individuals of whom they

disapprove."

I-

These new legal amendments,have

STORMS AHEAD

discrimination because of the support it receives from the British ruling class, as well as from its connections with the "Unholy Alliance"
in South and Central Africa. This
alliance consists of the Tshombe
regime in Katanga, Sir Roy Welensky and the Federal rulers of Central
Africa, the Portuguese imperidists

the country have recorded their grave
'objections and called upon Sir Ed,gar
to convene a private conference of

Africa.

parties

in the territory

in order to end the crisis. Sir Edgar
has fatly rejected this proposal and
has embarked further down the road
of repression, armed with his' new
laws.

The threat to the African people's
national liberation struggle is unmistakable. Apart from strengthen.
ing government and police control
over political activities in the territory, there is a new clause in the
Unlawful Organizations Amendment Act under which any organization composed of or controlled by
persons who have been o{ficers of an

unlawful organization may

be

banned.

ttt
i

The Southern Rhodesian Govern-

laws-for on August 23 the British Government
cynically announced fgY, million

its new repressive

^
Govloan to the Southern Rhodesian
ernment. Not for nothing did Sir
Edgar boast that the loan was "unquestionably an expression of confidence in my go\rernment."

Commenting on the

who still hold Mozambique

and
Angola, and the Verwoerd Government
the Republic
South

all political

revealcd less than two weeks after
Sir Edgar's Government had tabled

ment has only been able to continue
repression and racial

its policy of

called forth such suong protegs in
Southern Rhodesia that the leaders
of the main Christian churchcs in

in

This grouping of extreme reaction is trying desperately to hold
back the tide of African liberation
r,vhich has already freed r8o million

in this endeavor, it is
supported by international i*p.rialism. One has only to follow the
debates in the United Nations on
people; and,

these questions to note the regularity

powers,

usually headed by the United States,
speak and vote in favor of maintaining European domination in this

important region.

White setder power in Southern
is the key to the maintenance of British imperialist infuence
in the whole of this region of Africa.
Hence the British Government's
continued support of Sir Edgar's
goYernment in United Nations de-

Edgar Whitehead and the EuroPean
settlers in Southern Rhodesia. Working class and trade-union sentiment,

Rhodesia

will be
everywhere,
'oppressed

on the side of
African
the
PeoPIe and
not on the side of their oppressors.

It will

Where the British Government's
lie was strikingly

undoubtedly suPPort the

resolution adopted overwhelmingly
by the United Nations General As-

bates.

sympathies really

loan,

Z.A.P.U.'s President, Mr. ]oshua
Nkomo, righdy said: "This loan
proves that Mr. Butler (the Minister for the Central African Fe&
eration) is where we have long
known him to be-solidly behind
Whitehead's Government." In fact,
Mr. Buder has made no secret of
his position. Speaking to a meeting
of British businessmen in London,
i4 !uly, he said: "Business and industry are deeply involved in the
future of the Federation. . . . Put
your money into the Federation and
we will bebehind you."
The British workers, in contrast to
tleir rulers, have no interest in sup
porting British big business nor Sir

of

with which the imperialist

IN CE,I{TRAL AFRICA
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sembly, on |une 28, 1962, calling on

the British Government to convene
urgently a constitutional conference,
with the full participation of all po
litical parties in Southern Rhodesia,
in order to frame a new constitution
which should "enesure the rights of
the maiority of the people, on the
basis of one man, one vote."
And to such a conference,
Z,A.P.V., though declared illegal by
Sir Edgar, should be invited.
The African people will resist the
new wave of repression. The banning of their party will not stop their
struggle. On the contrary, it will
only serve to barden their resolve to
end colonial rule and to become mas-

of their own country. On their
behalf, the Z.A.P.U. leader, |ushua
Nkomo has declared: "This is the
beginning of the end for Sir Edgar
Whitehead. Z.A.P.U. will never Iie
ters

down under the ban. Whitehead

cannot ban us, for he cannot ban the
spirit of the people."
This courageous stand of the African people of Southern Rhodesia deserves the utmost support of the international working class and trade-

union movement. The ban on
Z.A.P.V. must be lifted. The na-

tional and trade-union leaders' must
be freed. European domination in
Southern Rhodesia must go. And
the African people must be given
their independence and full democratic rights.

WORLD PROTESTS McCARRAN ACT

the [torld Protests the lllc0aran
Act Prosecutions
Elseculterc in this issue, Elizabeth Gurrey Frynn states that there has
been wid.espread national and internationar condimnation of the Il.s, Gouernrnent's pro-secation ol the prouisions of the lascistic Mccarran Act. wc

Lonton

Editor.

butions, r1sryll1 with no

contri-

T:ss1g9. of a,,y kind. These have come from every
State in the union-including Mississippi, by the way-and often have come
from very small towns difficult to find on maps. sometimes with anonymous
contributions have come messages, as: "Pleise accept this money, tuith the
hope that rue r,uon't hau€ to be irightened about idintilying ourielues much
longer"; and: "One dollar-I giai no more becausc i'lroi, no more, This
dollar is tg ltelp bring closer a time athen people aith thoughts of
freedom
and equality.and loue can speaQ aithout ieriecution in th{s'*ringhold of

democracy."'

}*olq.the

signed messages,

with the contributions ranging from

8oc

to $roo: Mi.vn-eapolil: "The enllosed is with the earnest prayer"thai
IUSTICE
may prevail th-roughout the earth"; seattlez "To aid your itruggle for sanity
contribu-best wishes for a truly New Year"; Bosronz "please
giog w1h the knowledge that there are many people in the Boston area who
feel as I, and who are exerting every efiort againsireaction and fascism. . .";
Long Beach, Cal* "Am on social crumbs and can't do much. I used to heai
all your good speakers as an old wobbly. Never mind my troubles. will

,...pt?i,

do more later."

.

Letters of

-support

have come to the Defense committee from literally

'

Berlin
The c.ommittee for International solidarity of the German Democratic,
G,

The Committee for Democratic Rights in the U.S.A. herewith encloses
a copy of the pamphlet, Liberty in Chains, by Mt. D. N. Pritt, Q.C., whic-h
we hope will be appreciated in the United States and in our country. -. .-.
Also we enclose the fitst issue of (J.5. Freedom Neus*a bulletin which
we hope will help create an informed pu lic opinion in this country. -Werecentl^y held a viry successful public meeting; you will see on the back of
the leahet herewitlr enclosed that we received a message from Earl Russell
to be read at the meeting.

Nicosia, CyPrus
From the Acting General Secretary of the Progressive Party of Working
People of Cyprus (AfOI-1, the Committee heard: "We take this oppor.trrrrity to .*pi.tt our admiration to all American -friendq', and our full
suppo.rt in your noble struggle in defense of people's liherties, for peace and
n b.tt.r life. Your co.rrage ,nd stout struggles are a splendid example to all
democrats and progressives in all lands. We have cabled our protests to the
President of pur country."

Toronto, Canada
We students in Canada are also engaged in a batde for the p,reservation
of democracy. As yet, the 6ght is not so severe as it is in the United States,
but the writing is on the wall. We take inspiration and strength from your
valiant and courageous struggle.

(A

FROM THE REST OF THE WORLD
dozens of nations throughout the globe. We print below just a sampling:

Republic sends greetings. Thatrks to the many eiitorials and articles in our
press, we recerve rncreasingly letters o{ protest which show the anger of our
people. Of course, copies of all these letters are sent at once to the Attorney
General in Washington. We have read now that Washington is preparing
to try Gus Hall and Benjamin J. Davis. Tell us all about this impending
trial. We wish you great success in rS3 in your fight for the constitutional

rights of the American people.

haae asfted the Hall-Dauk Delense committee to ret us see some of the
erpressions 9l this natarc athich haue reached irs offices; represenatiuc
slfples and etcerpts lrotn this correspondence are publishcd'below-the

V/ITHIN THE UMTED STATES
The committee states that it has received scores of anonymous

63

Quecnsland, Australia
cable sert to the President)

The undersigned [twenty-one] Queensland citizens wish to protest the
forthcoming uial of Gus Hall and Benjamin Davis under the notorious
-Act.
Having tonight refreshed our memory of President LinMccarran
coln,s Gettysburg Addiess, we feel you should know that in our opinion
it is not Communists who are on trial in the U.S.A. today, but democracy,
itself.

POLITICAL AFFAIRS
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,rui{:tk{:::!K:::f"o

statement was sent to thc president and
in a personal capacity, by the Secretary of the Natio,nal Union
Theatre and Cinema Employecs, the President of the Confederation of
Shipbuilding and Engineering Unions, the Secretary of the Belfast and
District Trades Union Council, and the General Secretary of the C,ommu-

signed,

nist Party of Northern Ireland, reading in part:)

MILITARISM AND INDUSTRY
ARMS PROFITEERING IN TIIE MISSILE AGE
By Yictor Perlo

If

you have ever felt factually unarmed when making an argument
turn to Militarism and Induslry, Documenting every assertion,
the author proucs that the arms race is Big Business, and he shows just
which U.S. corporations are reaping sqper-profits from weapons production and closely-related investments abroad.
This is not merely a scathing indictment. It is a direct plea for peace.

Democratic opinion in Northern Ireland is shocked to learn of the fascistlike measures being carried out against the citizens of the U.S. under the
McCarran Act. . . . We appeal to you to revoke the fines imposed on the
American Communist Party, to oudaw the infamous McCarran Act, the
forerunner of fascism and a blot on the democratic traditions of the great

lor

American Republic.

Even more, on the basis of careful statistical analysis, this book forthrighdy
contends that disarmament is economically feasible.
As Prof. ]. D. Bernal, Chairman of the World Peace Council, says
in his stirring preface: "This is iust what is needed to make us understand why, despite the enormous popular alarm about nuclear war and the
rising pressure for disarmament, very little or no progress is in fact

Djaftarta, Indoaesia
(The President and General &cretary of the Communis,t Party of Indonesia sent the following cablegram to Attorney General Robert Kennedy):

More than two million Communists together with democratic working
of Indonesia strongly'condemn persecutions against U.S. Communists. Demand that all proceedings under fascist McCarran Acr, all indictments against Gus Hall, Benjamin f. Davis, and other leaders and members
of the Communist Party be halted and all attacks on freedom of democratic
press and travel facilities for,progressives be terminated.
people

peace,

recorded."

International, Neou World Paperbacft$r.65; Cloth $3.75

New and. Coming New Century Books
Socialism in Practice, by Scott

in to the Defense off,ce; they are tremendously encouraging and they demonstrate
dramatically thc great responsibility which the Communist Party of the
United States has to stand firm in defense of democracy and in the struggle
for socialism and peace. Every additional expression of support, and every
additional word of protest to the Administration in Washington will help.
These are but samplings of the messages that have comc
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& Pamphlets

Cloth $2.5o; Paperback $r.5o

American Foreign Policy and the Cold War

by Herbert

Apthefter

Cloth

94.75

and Nonsense About Berlin, by Margrit and lohn Pittman $.So
The Philosophy of Communism, by lames E. lacftson
$.zS
Sense

The African Revolution, by N. Numade. With a foreword
by Benjamin l. Dauis

$.ss

Let Us Strengthen the Unity of the Communist Movement for
the Triumph of Peace and Socialism, editorial from
Prauda

(USSR)

$.So

In Defense of I the'Communist Party, U.S.A., by Herbert Apthefter $.r5
Distibuted

by

NEW ERA BOOK & SUB AGENCY
832 Broadway, New York 3, N. Y.
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Celebrqte W. E. B. Du Bois' 95th Birthdoy
Februory 23, 1963
ond lhe Emqncipolion
Proclomqlion Centenniol. Reod

JOHN BROWN
by W. E. Burghardt Du Bois
Three.years and z9 days prior to Abraham Lincoln,s Emancipation
a man branded zealot, tanatic, and. traitor was hanged.
John Brown and his band of zr followers had seized the armory" at
Flarper's Ferry to obtain weapons, arm the slaves, and through mass

_

Proclamation,

revolt end

slavery.

In this

book, Dr. Du Bois rose to a passionate and fully documented
defense of John Brown,_developing the view that at Harpei,s Ferry
fohn
Brown fought the first battle of the Civil War.
The AFRO Magazine Section says of this book: ..There have been
numerous biogarphies of 'God's Angry Man,' . . . but none catches this
spirit better than the biography which Du Bois published originally in
r9o9. For lohn Brotun is certainly as much the story of , p,&i"a a, it is
the biography of a man. Yet all the biographical facts and the entire
personal story, from Brown's birth in r8oo to his death in rg59 are here.',
This is a profound picture of |ohn Brown the man,. father, religionist,
and irrepressible crusader against the sacrilege of sravery. witi keen
perception, there is revealed both his unity and conflict in relations with
Frederick Douglass, \Milliam Lloyd Garrison, and other Abolitionists.
For the present edition, the author has supplied a new preface, some
additions to the text and a few pages of new concrusions reflecting his
own evolved thinking during the 53 years since the book was first
published.

Netu lilorld Paperbacft

An "International' book.

$2.25

Cloth

Distributed by

NEV" ERA BOOK & SUB AGENCY
832 Broadway, New York 3, N. Y.
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